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This thesis explores the nuanced relationships between culture, embodied resistance and 
gentrification in the East Los Angeles neighborhood Boyle Heights. The barrio this project 
centers upon, is predominantly Latinx identified, low income, and is currently embroiled in a war 
against gentrification, not unlike the onslaught of displacement dozens of neighborhoods across 
the United States are currently facing. Specifically, I explore the agitative strategies and actions 
of the contemporary, grassroots, direct-action group resisting the displacement imposed by 
gentrification, Defend Boyle Heights. The project centers on two artifacts— a constitution video 
titled La Noticia: Boyle Heights se Defiende! and a video that captures a protest at the former 
Nicodim art gallery. By engaging with the movement, through an attention to the group’s 
embodied action as rhetorical in and of itself, I argue visions of emancipation as agitative 
consciousness-raising work become visible. Specifically, I examine Defend Boyle Heights as a 
movement that contributes to the maintenance and creation of cultural imaginations, within the 
larger landscape of Boyle Heights and in turn, participate in mobilizing and creating radical 
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For the majority of my childhood, I was fortunate enough to grow up in an environment 
that fostered a sense of belonging for my young Chicana self. With panaderias on every block 
and signs translated in both English and Spanish, existing as a Mexican in Boyle Heights felt 
natural. I went to school with classmates that looked like me, was surrounded by restaurants that 
served the same food I ate at home, and neighbors that celebrate the same holidays as my family. 
I was constantly surrounded by a community that was built upon a shared East Los Angeles 
experience, an experience that was all I knew.  It wasn’t until I left the barrio that I realized how 
integral, unique and special spaces like Boyle Heights are. 
Officially established as its own entity in 1875, Boyle Heights has long been marked as a 
community made up largely by diverse populations and low income homes (Boyle Heights 
Project). The product of redlining and aggressive segregation, Boyle Heights quickly became one 
of the few spaces in the Los Angeles area where communities of color could congregate. 
Families fleeing the violence of the Mexican revolution congregated in Boyle Heights. Ten years 
later, the reactionary California Alien Land Law was passed, making homeownership for "aliens 
ineligible for citizenship" illegal, targeting the families that recently migrated (Boyle Heights 
Project).  By 1930, repatriation and deportation campaigns took root in Los Angeles and around 
one third of Boyle Heights residents were forced to leave for Mexico. 
 Born from its history of state sanctioned violence, Boyle Heights has also established a 
long legacy of radical activism.  By the 1950s the neighborhood’s reputation expanded to include 
its tendencies for political action, described as “a hotbed for leftist thinkers in the 1950s. As the 
San Fernando Valley became dominated by McCarthyism, anti-communism and suburban 




The end of the 20th century marked a maintenance of the Brown Power movements sparked in 
the 1960s, with residents organizing around housing, undocumented immigration and Vietnam 
War veterans.    
Growing up in Boyle Heights, the neighborhood’s notoriety as both a cultural stronghold 
for Latinx people and historical tendency towards activism was not lost upon me.  Home to 
charter schools that specialize in teaching the nearly lost indigenous language of Nahuatl, youth 
chapters of the Brown Berets and the legacy of schools like Roosevelt High School that led the 
1960s walkouts, I felt the strong presence of Latino Pride and Brown Power. As a 7th grader, I 
was the vice president of my local Chicano Club; deeply invested in our relationship with the 
community, much of the year was spent protesting the newly elected president’s immigration 
policies. At 12 I was introduced to the vast networks of nuanced resistance movements that run 
in the barrio, networks that inspired this project.  
 Contemporarily, Boyle Heights still feels the effects of its political inception within 
racial and class discrimination. Segregated from the larger affluent subsections of Los 
Angeles, residents continue to face institutionalized discrimination that is evidenced by the 
infrastructural make-up of the barrio. Home to the largest freeway interchange and least amount 
of greenspace per square foot, the rate of respiratory illnesses is statistically higher in Boyle 
Heights (Artsy). For students at Second Street School, which sits in the shadow of the East L.A. 
Interchange, “nose bleeding and coughing up, you know, stuff, was kind of an everyday 
occurrence” (Artsy).  
   A neighborhood of about 100,000 residents, Boyle Heights in East Los Angeles is one 
of the most recent neighborhoods to face the violence of gentrification (LA Times 2008). A 




itself in the last decade for the impending imposition of contractors and developers (LA Times 
2008).  
In May of 2016, I returned home to Los Angeles after a particularly long period away 
from home. There's a new coffee shop near the house, maybe you could work there? Says my 
mom.  A coffee shop? In Boyle Heights? Where? For me, this beginning of the visible and 
visceral process of gentrification that would change the face of Boyle Heights in the years to 
come.  
Signs of gentrification are impossible to miss:  kitschy plant shops, artisanal ice cream 
storefronts, and dozens of coffee shops populate streets that were five years ago filled with 
taquerias, agua fresca vendors and a variety of trade shops. For the bordering communities of 
University of Southern California and Occidental College students, the inculcation of hipster-
oriented shops is dreamlike, catering specifically to their needs. However, for families that have 
lived in Boyle Heights for generations, the rising cost of housing is a nightmare. Local 
businesses are being pushed out just as quickly as people are, turning what was once the Boyle 
Heights population into something else altogether. Longtime resident of Boyle Heights and 
Housing Rights Advocate Elizabeth Blaney speaks on the issue: 
It’s been here 45 years; it’s a 24-hour taco place. They are now moving 
and we’ve been told it’ll either be a Panda Express or a Starbucks. And 
then two blocks down a 7-11 is supposed to be coming in… There should 
be investment in people who are currently living here, and the types of 
services that should be here are ones that meet the needs of community 
residents. Nobody’s asking for a Panda Express or a 7-11 (Brand)   
 
 Responding to the crisis of gentrification is Defend Boyle Heights, a grassroots direct 
action anti-gentrification movement. Positioning themselves as defenders of the neighborhood, 
they are resolute in their response to the onslaught: this is a class war.  Locating themselves and 




direct opposition to material mechanisms of state oppression that limit affordable housing, 
threaten and enact mass deportation and disproportionately brutalize communities of color. 
Speaking out against the police, la migra, the corrupt councilman’s office, or incoming 
businesses and inhabitants, Defend Boyle Heights looks to not only participate but spearhead the 
process of building affordable, accessible and safe communities that honor the “indigenous 
history of Boyle Heights” and support the people displaced and oppressed by colonial state 
apparatuses (Defend Boyle Heights). This thesis project aims to position Defend Boyle Heights 
as resistive to gentrification and a cultivator of cultural production through which movement 
members theorize and imagine radical futurities that reconstitute their own personal and 
communal subjectivities    
Defend Boyle Heights (DBH) was incepted in 2016 in response to the rise in 
gentrification, which has spurred mass displacement of working class families that have been 
long time residents of Boyle Heights. DBH was formed in coalition with other grassroots 
organizations in Boyle Heights like the Brown Berets, Unión de Vecinos, Ovarian Psycos and 
Serve the People.  Initially, group membership was relatively closed, with organizing 
membership primarily opened to active members of other activist organizations that aligned and 
allied with Defend Boyle Heights. The group amassed a large following of solidarity; their 
primary engagement was individual direct action and physical support at protest and agitation 
events. In April of 2019, the group reconstituted itself explaining 
 ...we have great news! DBH is now a mass organization and no longer a 
coalition. This means that instead of being made up of various groups we 
are now made up of individuals (outside of organizations) who are down 
to fight Gentrification with Revolution in their hood. This new and 






One of the first public acts of resistance enacted by the group was in response to a 
community event hosted by Self Help Graphics, an art-based collective that held a place in the 
community for over forty years. The event was meant to serve as an open space to create 
dialogue that would hopefully deescalate the mounting tensions between groups like Defend 
Boyle Heights and artists and galleries that were moving into Boyle Heights.  
At the event, Self Help Graphics took a strong stance that artists can’t be gentrifiers, 
which DBH vehemently rejected. I reference this event not because of its success or failure but 
because of the discursive response that came out of DBH in the aftermath. They position non-
profit groups like Self Help Graphics, and other community organizations and artists, as engaged 
in cultural production, but are critical of the culture being produced. They couch their assessment 
of Self Help Graphics in the complexity of the material relationships these artists have with large 
developers and real estate companies. Thus, they respond to this with what is firstly an analysis 
of gentrification:  
DBH is developing an analysis on gentrification in order to better resist it. 
As with any problem, and the desire to solve a problem, we must get to the 
root of it and study the hierarchy inherent in said problem. Gentrification 
is no different. We define gentrification as the natural process of 
capitalism which concentrates capital into the hands of the few and 
powerful over the many and supposedly powerless. Gentrification is the 
redevelopment of an area with the goal of increasing property values, 
raising rents and overall cost of living. (Defend Boyle Heights, A Call to 
Isolate) 
 
After providing and elaborating upon their own definition of gentrification, the group 
provides a theorization of varying degrees of intensity actors have in catalyzing gentrification. 
They explain: 
 DBH posits that there are two levels or categories for gentrifiers: Low-
Intensity and High-Intensity...Most of the time, low-intensity gentrifiers 
behave with ignorance. DBH contends that there is no room for 




fighting against gentrification will be fought against...High-intensity 
gentrifiers are the main and most vicious type of gentrifiers. They are the 
developers, real estate agents, city planners, bankers and other agencies 
with authority in housing (nonprofits can fit in this category) (Defend 
Boyle Heights, A Call to Isolate) 
 
 
Formulating their own understanding of the violence enacted upon their communities, 
while simultaneously strategizing on how to best resist them, Defend Boyle Heights engages in a 
process of creation that constitutes possibilities for an alternative imagined Boyle Heights. 
Explicitly, they prioritize community power through democratic centralism, facilitated through 
community-oriented art that is explicitly anti-capital, monthly meetings and coalition building 
with like-minded organizations.     
It's through these theorizations, and explicit and descriptive narratives for what they 
envision a liberated Boyle Heights, that I find generative possibilities to continue to explore the 
relationship between social movements, imagination and the continual constitution of 
subjecthood. Taking on its current form, the group currently identifies membership as open 
based on alignment to the points of unity, which define the parameters in which defend Boyle 
Heights operates and organize within. The points of unity read as such:   
 Gentrification is class warfare, Organizing against racism, Fight gentrification 
with  Revolution, Defend Boyle Heights for the working class support a countrywide  
analysis of the anti-gentrification movement, Stand in solidarity or be shamed,  Against 
the capitalist state, against charity, & for the community, Anti-police,  Anti-identity 
politics, democratic centralism. (Defend Boyle Heights, Points of Unity) 
 
Defend Boyle Heights is focused on building community power and working towards a 
radically imagined future which they articulate as “a revolutionary working class community for 
the most oppressed community members” (Defend Boyle Heights).  For them, direct action, 
organized outside of the state and “reformist” movements, are integral to creating tangible 




community emancipated from state oppression. At the center of Defend Boyle Heights’ call for 
direct action, members and followers engage in performances of brutality to defend their barrio 
against the imposition of gentrification.  
 Recognizing the stereotypes, like violence and brutality, that already frame Latinos and 
their neighborhoods is thus what makes the strategies adopted by Defend Boyle Heights all the 
more interesting. Instead of pushing back against harmful narratives that exacerbate the policing 
of their bodies and homes, DBH leans into them, utilizing them as a platform to not only call 
attention to the violence being enacted on the communities, but also to protect the barrios from 
further encroachment. The group routinely calls for its followers to make the lives of gentrifiers 
unlivable. This often takes the form of throwing rocks through the windows of gentrifying 
businesses, tagging metro bike stations or the houses of gentrifiers and actively protesting the 
development of incoming contractors of business that look to move into the neighborhood. 
 The strategic employment/embodiment/practice of the (aggressive, brutal dangerous) 
stereotype serves as a form of agitation that activates the spatial stereotype of the barrio; 
signifying traditional forms of state discipline such as surveillance, shame and affect (belonging) 
in an effort to expel transplants and ward away developers. 
 This thesis project aims to position Defend Boyle Heights as cultivator of cultural 
production through which movement members theorize and imagine radical futurities that 
reconstitute their own personal and communal subjectivities. Culture is a manifestation of 
historical relationships to place, community and ideological beliefs (Cabral 1974).  For Amilcar 
Cabral, culture holds the “capacity (or the responsibility) for forming and fertilizing the seedling 
which will assure the continuity of history, at the same time assuring the prospects for evolution 




 A central tenet of historical decolonial movements, for DBH cultural production is mobilized as 
a resistive force that counteracts the violent erasure and extraction gentrification entails. For 
DBH, the maintenance and reproduction of urban, Latinx, barrio culture combats the sanitization 
of gentrification that otherizes and degrades what is unpalatable to gentrifying audiences. By 
engaging in physical resistance that combines Latinx/urban aesthetics through language, graphics 
and at times humor, with traditional protest materials like flyers, graphics and protest chants, 
Defend Boyle Heights simultaneously enacts material agitations that maintain and reproduce the 
barrio culture threatened by gentrification.  
Culture, inextricably tied up to place demands a spatial relation lens builds on long 
standing postcolonial, feminist interdisciplinary legacy of looking to community practices to 
inform us about resistance and resiliency (Shome 2006,  “Transnational Feminism”).  Positioning 
cultural performances as theory carries important and necessary implications for knowledge 
production and movement building that centers subaltern identities and experience. Utilizing 
methods of rhetorical criticism and postcolonial studies, this project will focus specifically on 
Defend Boyle Heights as both a movement and vehicle for constituting radical futurities, giving 
special attention to the affective and aesthetic methods of resistance the group routinely employs. 
Identifying the resistance DBH partakes in as two-fold, this project will focus on both material 
obfuscation of developers, gentrifying business and transplanted inhabitants, while also 
identifying how with the commitment to the maintenance and expansion of la cultura, DBH is 
engaged in a process of world making through radical imaginaries. An individual movement in a 
larger network of groups fighting gentrification, DBH provides an apt touchstone to begin to 






A general term for the influx of wealthy inhabitants and an influx of corporatized 
business, gentrification is more distinctly recognized by its symptoms: an inculcation of 
Starbucks and McDonalds, and a displacement of working class families who have lived in the 
area for generations. Often a result of spillover from college communities or downtown 
metropolises that become too expensive for the majority of the population, gentrification of 
neighborhoods like Boyle Heights is spurred by the demographic shift of upper-middle class 
inhabitants moving into a sector of a city or neighborhood that is within close proximity of their 
desired hub (ie a university or social center of a city).  
Historically, gentrification is historicized through the “white flight” from the 1950s to 
1970s that left urban spaces like Boyle Heights susceptible to cycles of investment and 
divestment. The constant instability destabilizes possibilities of creating and sustaining 
community power. To this same end, Constance Gordon defines gentrification as “result of the 
strategic global expansion of capitalism that is both networked and borderless; though, the results 
are more territorially rooted through cities and nation states that act in and on behalf of the 
market” (Gordon 40).  Neighborhoods like Boyle Heights, made up primarily of ethnic, low-
income communities that are minoritized in America are thus most at risk for the imposition of 
gentrification. Urban Studies scholar John Betancur explains,  
Groups have clustered together forming networks, non-market 
mechanisms, institutions and platforms of mutual support and bargaining, 
turning neighbourhoods, industries and institutions into ethnic 
powerhouses. Like European ethnics, Latinos clustered around place 
establishing their own structures of self-help and advancement. (Betancur 
274) 
 
The financial onslaught takes place when developers, real estate agents and corporations 




class of people who are moving into the neighborhood, disrupting the ethnic/community fabric 
already present within a neighborhood both demographically and economically (Betancur). 
Seeing the profit possibilities of the new demographic makeup, businesses like Starbucks set up 
establishments to cater to the new spending interests of the gentrifying class. However, in urban 
areas like Boyle Heights where space is limited, displacement of businesses and industries that 
sustained the previous social fabric of the neighborhood as literally disrupted and displaced. As 
the process continues, the neighborhood creates a new social fabric that prioritizes wealthier 
populations and exacerbates a continual process of displacement of longtime residents and 
businesses and a flood of gentrifying residents and businesses. By forcibly displacing 
populations of community, gentrification breaks up community bonds that co-constitute 
individual, communal and cultural identity. Disrupting an amassed legacy of embodied 
community, generations of heritage that are located in place are dislocated, while the 
communities who once made up these neighborhoods are dispersed elsewhere. The forcible and 
uneven displacement that characterizes gentrification is a historical tool of attempts at colonial 
erasure, Nicholas Blomley explains: 
In contemporary “settler societies” the inauguration of urban space has often 
entailed the dispossession of indigenous populations. Contemporary processes of 
gentrification also threaten and deliver other dispossessions. Yet these 
dispossessions are often evicted from urban history, despite their continued 
contestation by those affected. (Blomley xvii) 
 
The fight against gentrification is nuanced and multifaceted, with resistance targeting the 
material development and cultural disruption that takes place in the process of forced 
displacement. This project looks to attend not only to the capital and spatial elements of 
gentrification, but also the colonial and racialized tenements of gentrification and resistance 





Conceptual Framework and Methodology 
The methodology adopted in this project emerges from the intersection of rhetorical 
criticism, rooted in critical/cultural and postcolonial studies. My choice to approach these 
artifacts from the intersection of rhetorical criticism, post-colonial/ critical cultural studies is 
simultaneously warranted by the demand of the artifacts, and more strongly guided by my own 
scholarly investment in engaging in multidisciplinary work. As Avtar Brah states, “Theoretical 
constructs are best understood as constituting a point of confluence and intersectionality where 
insights emergency from these fields in here in the production of analytical frames capable of 
addressing multiple intersecting axes of differentiation” (Brah 633). Invested in pursuing a 
multifaceted analysis of anti-gentrification resistance, attending to multiple disciplines aids my 
analysis of power and agitation.  Explicitly producing scholarship that is both multidisciplinary 
postcolonial within communication, Raka Shome. Shome along with Radha Hedge put forth a 
call to invite scholars to integrate postcolonial scholarship into communication, identifying the 
intertwined relationship between communication role in interrogating the conditions of 
contemporary society and the perspective of post colonialism that offers a framework to examine 
said society through a historicized account of race, power and location.  Explaining the 
possibilities of post-colonialism in communication, Shome and Hedge explain postcolonial 
scholarship theorizes the geographical, geopolitical, and historical specificities of modernities 
within which other forms of power—such as race, sexuality, culture, class, and gender—are 
“located” (Shome and Hegde). Expanding upon the role post-colonial studies  has in 
communication studies, Shome explains the process of instilling cultural studies into 




the hopes of enacting a transnational interdisciplinary framework for producing scholarship. 
Heeding this call, in addition to postcolonial studies, this thesis project employs decolonial 
studies as well (Mack and Na’Puti 2019; Barker 2019).  When speaking to postcolonial studies, 
in its relationship to decolonial studies, it is not advantageous to think through the disciplinary 
distinctions, but instead to identify the complementary relationship between the two and how in 
turn, both offer unique perspectives for exploration of Boyle Heights. A discipline that studies 
the demystification of power in relation to past and ongoing processes of colonialism, 
decolonialism helps us to create insurgent knowledges that are resistant to the hegemonic 
histories of colonized communities. A process of envisioning emancipatory relationships and 
knowledges, the addition of decolonial studies anchors the project in projections of futurity and 
cultural production.  A large body of scholarship looking at resistance and identity constituting 
cultural production exists within rhetoric and cultural studies (Flores 1996; Watts 2012; Cisneros 
2014).  Particularly relevant is the work at this intersection that looks at embodiment and 
subjectivity within protest, resistance, and forms of cultural production. It is here that I am 
explicit and intentional about centering modes of resistance and cultural production specific to 
communities of color.  While this project will contribute to each of these conversations, my 
primary goal is to locate this project at an explicit conjuncture between rhetoric, postcolonial, 
decolonial and critical cultural studies.  Rather than being a project that speaks to each discipline 
concurrently but distinctly, I aim to engage directly within the intersection of the four.  
 
Knowledge Production  
Also contextualizing this project is the rich legacy of interrogating the politics of 




interrogation practiced and propelled by organic intellectuals feminists, activists, artists and 
scholars. Challenging the idea knowledge production only occurs within the sanctioned 
parameters of the academy are Tiara Na’puti and Ashley Mack, who remind us of the ways lived 
experience is a mode of theorization in and of itself. Tiara Na’puti and Ashley Mack describe the 
role of witness as demonstrative of decolonial pedagogy. In explaining the practice, they state 
“we argue for witnessing as a decolonial heuristic for engaging with resistant subjectivities at the 
colonial difference as embodied theory and praxis of decolonial feminism” (Mack and Na’Puti 
353). Like Mack and Na’Puti, I am invested in speaking with instead of for, and thus look to 
center the voices of communities of color that are always already producing knowledge. Finding 
a space of overlap with Mack and Na’Puti, I remain committed to approaching this thesis project 
from the perspective that I as the scholar I am at the same time a student who is learning from the 
theory and emancipatory visions produced by the embodied acts of resistance DBH engages in 
and an accomplice who is in solidarity with the movement.  
Echoing the necessity for scholars to specifically to engage a politic that approaches 
theory and scholarship from material realities, Karma Chávez reiterates the role embodied 
epistemology plays in the rhetorical tradition. Through the rhetorical canon maintains a long 
history of bodily regard, as both a concept and corporeal entity, this discipline is not exempt 
from the maintenance of favoring a specific type of body. The permeation of the privileged, 
“normative” body has imbued itself as a standard for the subject of rhetorical study and as 
foundation for larger concepts of the abstract body (Chávez). Explicitly engaged in a project that 
centers embodied protest and communities of color, I am adamant about my commitment to 





Finally, this project predominantly utilizes rhetorical criticism as a method. While 
post/decolonialism, and cultural studies provide a framework that help me to untangle the power 
dynamics that constitute DBH’s strategies of resistance, rhetorical criticism provides the tools to 
contextualize the movement, identifying its relationship within larger structures of colonialism 
while closely examining their repertoires of resistive action. Additionally, rhetorical criticism is 
well suited to explore how agitation is both material and discursive, a duality inherent to 
unpacking the role of cultural production and emancipatory imaginaries in the direct-action 
movement.  
 
Social Movement Studies 
Because a relatively contemporary group that is centrally focused on a smaller 
neighborhood within Los Angeles, research on Defend Boyle Heights is non-existent outside of 
the theory and analysis put out by the group’s membership, along with media coverage of their 
protests and events. Although there is little scholarship on their specific movement, there is a 
wealth of scholarship on grassroots/community organizing, direct action social movements and 
anti-gentrification movements more broadly.  
Research on social movement rhetoric has taken on a variety of perspectives, ranging 
from protest oriented analysis, to the materiality of discourse produced by social movements 
(Cloud 1994) to larger examinations of the role resistance movements play in generating social 
change (Morris, Cloud, Rand, Asen, Brouwer, Oches, Jensen). However, traditionally, Social 
Movement Rhetoric has studied the strategies of persuasion employed by social movements, 
framing examinations and analysis through “goal” oriented paradigms of “effects” or “results” of 




project looks to focus instead on how we conceptualize what gets produced from the movement. 
Studying the being and doing within the social movements processes are emancipatory, and 
deserve attention that is not solely dependent on the outcomes associated with the larger 
movements goals.  
 Building upon the scholarship that speaks to the role bodies play in resistant spaces, my 
analysis will be framed through a contemporary turn to networked social movements (Jarvis 
2010; Prasch 2015; Routledge 2017; Chavez 2018) . Network as a term functions as more than a 
descriptor, but has been employed as a framework by rhetoricians that study social movements. 
The embrace of networked movement as a theoretical frame approaches social movements as 
“material-rhetorical objects of study rather than as purely phenomenal or immaterial; it would 
seek to understand SM as both diffuse and concrete, as networks of rhetorical, material, 
affective, and embodied forces channeled for social change” (“Whither Social Movement in 
Rhetorical Studies”). Although a network frame isn’t the dominant or most prominent frame this 
project engages, the framework allows me as a critic to ask questions about the groups larger 
relationship to “diffuse” cultural investments as well as material phenomenon’s that make visible 
the groups work in imagining an emancipated Boyle Heights.   
The use of networks as a social movement’s theory emphasizes the spirit of the term 
rather than its traditional association with online networks. A turn to the “diffusive” relationships 
between human and non-humans which are ever present in demonstrations of agitation and 
protest, rhetorical scholars utilize framework to trace and analyze the “flow” between people, 
affect and assemblages, specified in the context of social movement practices. A decentralized 
networked movement, the group enacts practices that Jeffrey Juris describes as “Diverse, locally 




compromising their autonomy or specificity, which is precisely what global justice activists 
mean when they talk about “unity through diversity” (Juris 327). Like a variety of contemporary 
and historical movements that endeavor to deconstruct larger apparatuses and systems of 
oppression, attending to their resistance begs an approach that accounts to their webs of relation 
to various material and immaterial assemblages that constitute the movement in its current form. 
Additionally, a turn to network social movements as a guiding frame for the project more easily 
provides a space to account for cultural perspectives as central to how I examine the movements 
resistance and visions for liberation, instead of viewing culture solely as a reflection of the 
group’s social, racial and economic positioning. Thus, as I endeavor to speak to the nuanced role 
of DBH as agitative bodies (intentionally and unintentionally), while highlighting their 
relationship to the barrio, the community and historical cultural narratives and movements, a 
networked approach best enables me to capture the variety of moving pieces that make up the 
movement, its ongoing rearticulation of historical cultural narratives and its role in envisioning 
radical imaginaries while disrupting current material oppression.   
Most visibly connected to the argument I am looking to make is Darrel Wanzer-Serrano 
’s Trashing the System: Social Movement, Intersectional Rhetoric, and Collective Agency in the 
Young Lords Organization's Garbage Offensive.  Centering the rhetoric produced by a chapter of 
the Young Lords (YLO), Wanzer-Serrano argues that the embodied rhetoric at the center of the 
YLO movement (1960s-1970s) was not only unique from other social movements studied at the 
time, but also provided an opportunity to reimagine how movements made up of marginalized 
populations, craft “power through rhetoric.” (Wanzer-Serrano  174). Important for this project is 
Wanzer-Serrano ’s analysis of what he calls “the garbage offensive” a protest that consisted of 




intersections of busy streets in Manhattan. Embodied, affective, visible, and disruptive, the 
protest highlighted the state’s negligence in removing the garbage, forcing uninterested or 
oblivious Manhattaners to reckon with an everyday occurrence Harlem dwellers continued to 
face. 
         Like DBH, the YLO manipulated space through embodied protest to generate affective 
feelings of discomfort in hopes of catalyzing not only awareness, but also meaningful change. 
Similarly to DBH, the YLO is centered around the disproportionate experiences of minorities 
who live in neighborhoods directly neglected and exploited by capitalism. Decolonial in its 
ideological approaches to social movement rhetoric, Wanzer-Serrano ’s analysis provides an apt 
foundation to begin to speak to the intersections between social movement rhetoric, embodiment, 
and race-based resistance. 
 Within his work on YLO, Wanzer-Serrano’s engagement with identity constitution 
through social movements aligns with how I understand DBH reimagines their own 
subjectivities. By emphasizing embodied agitation as more than a means to an end, Wanzer-
Serrano asserts that the space opened by the garbage offensive allowed for a negotiation of 
political and personal identity formation. Rather that identifying a linear relationship between the 
“result” or the movement and its implications on subject identity, Wanzer-Serrano instead 
illuminates the performance of protest as a focal point that itself has implications and 
possibilities for constituting identity.   
 
The Barrio 
Within rhetorical studies, Senda-Cook and Endres also speak to the need to study the 




forth an imperative to approach social movements through a framework that takes into account 
the bodies, agitation and location they state “Considering place in protest as a rhetorical artifact 
calls for more attention to how place can act as a node for understanding how locations, bodies, 
words, visual symbols, experiences, memories, and dominant meanings all interact to make and 
remake place” (Senda-Cook and Endres 277). Endeavoring to explore gentrification and the 
possibilities that resistance has in constituting emancipatory imaginaries, space/place are integral 
to a holistic analysis that takes into account the nuanced possibilities of DBH agitation. 
Unsurprising, Shome is also among the most notable to speak to space through the 
frameworks that most closely align with this project. In her piece “Space Matters,” Shome argues 
that although space has been extensively discussed in communication research, it is often 
approached as a “backdrop” rather than as a site for the “production, organization, and 
distribution of cultural power” (Shome). In a piece that looks at both gentrification and 
grassroots movements that take place in the barrio, a very particular space, centering space as a 
site of power is central to my larger project. More importantly however, is the connection Shome 
makes between space and identity production. Shome explains that spatiality provides a 
relational understanding of how identities are “reworked, contested, and reproduced.” 
Demonstrating the utility of space as a framework, Shome illustrates how identity is nuanced 
when spatial contexts are factored in (Shome). For example, if we identity an immigrant body as 
“out of place,” she writes, then the “spatial practices through which the body is rendered out of 
place in specific contexts need to be interrogated” (Shome). Directly related to how I understand 
DBH interrogating and reappropriating feelings of out-of-placeness in relation to DBH and the 




Barrio, translating directly to neighborhood, is used most often to reference communities 
made up of primarily Latinx people.  The creation of the barrio as an entity that's separated from 
surrounding neighborhoods is an intentional act of racism and segregation, 
 As a spatial formation, barrios emerge out of histories of segregation, 
marginalization, and exclusion-based race, class, ethnicity, and citizenship, that 
vary regionally but share what anthropologist Diego Vigil describes as the 
experience of being inferior places “spatially separate and socially distanced from 
the dominant majority group. (Burgos, Guridy and Perez 3).  
 
Historically barrios were marked as undesirable places to live or occupy. The barrio, 
often identified as dangerous, ghetto or impoverished, serves as an extension of the communities 
who live there, often also subject to the same colloquial stereotypes. Used to signal “social 
isolation, disorganization, and moral decay,” barrios are inseparable from the social stigmas 
carried by their inhabitants in a racialized and colonist society, 
 In this way, the metaphor of “el barrio” is part of a larger public discourse about 
Latinas/os and Latin American immigration that often employs metaphors of 
disease, contagion, and invasion, and which profoundly shapes public 
understandings of Latina/o communities and even elicits nativist responses. 
(Burgos, Guridy and Perez 5) 
 
Barrios, characterized by this violence become recognizable based off of aesthetics that signal 
the neighborhood as threatening. Speaking specifically to the rhetorical construction of Boyle 
Heights, Harriet Rochlin explained, “I was eager to get out… It was denigrated, mixed-
immigrant, working-class neighborhood. Whether it actually was or not, that was the reputation 
it had. And I felt the effects of that” (Artsy). Identifiable by the “urban aesthetics” of graffiti on 
the walls, stores advertised in Spanish, street vendors, and bright “gaudy” colors faded from a 
lack of maintenance— the optics of the neighborhood indicate not only a community culture, but 
income levels of the inhabitants as well. Barrios, much like the communities who occupy them, 




constitute public identities that thus seep into the places they occupy. Pathologized, Latinx 
communities are often referred to as “contagious,” permeating the borders of the United States 
and bringing with them a lifestyle stereotyped as predatory, disorderly and violent (Flores). 
Stereotyped as cholos or gangsters, police and ICE presence heavily occupy and surveille the day 
to day existence of those marked as Latino and low income.  
 
Aesthetics  
Attention to aesthetics is prominent throughout the thesis as it is a turn to the aesthetic 
that makes visible the creative rearticulation of cultural/historical lineages that constitute DBH as 
a movement unique to the barrio. More pointedly, questions of aesthetics within social 
movements are supported by larger questions surrounding culture and the work of meaning 
(un)making, “Groups can self- consciously use symbols to advance their goals, meanings are 
often used to shape the choices of activists and movement participants” (Tucker 2010, 45). 
Writing in the entanglement between culture, social movements and aesthetics is Kenneth 
Tucker, who explain a turn to the “aesthetic dimension” allows critics to “see social movements 
as arenas for the generation of new aesthetic and moral meanings that can influence not only 
political strategies but also the meanings that define solidarity in civil society” (Tucker 2010, 
44). Careful not to collapse the close relationship between culture and aesthetics, it is worth 
nothing that as this larger project seeks to center questions of culture, questions of aesthetics also 
become central. Whereas studies of culture remind us that collective identities of people and 
places are social constructed, studies of aesthetics remind us of the various tools social 
movements can utilize destabilize and transform social identities and their material implications 




production and visions of radical emancipation, I thus turn to aesthetics as a vehicle for meaning 
making.  
 In looking at the barrio as a space that fosters rearticulations of cultural narratives that 
engage in meaning (un)making, aesthetics that mark said cultural lineage become symbolic 
beyond their surface appearance. Graffiti provides an apt example of this. Traditionally looked 
down upon, graffiti is associated with degeneracy, as dominant narratives assert it devalues 
property by taking up space with aesthetically displeasing vandalism. Racialized interpretations 
of graffiti are extensions of the pathologized ethnic group, where graffiti is identified as a 
monolithic form of defacement, without nuance or diversity. Incomprehensible to those who 
grew up outside of the barrio or urban environments, critiques of graffiti, often referred to as 
scribbles are used to bolster stereotypes of black and Latinx communities as uneducated. The 
inability to access graffiti from an out-group standpoint reifies racialized feelings of fear and 
exclusion that stem from xenophobia, fostering a false sense of danger associated with barrios 
and their inhabitants. 
  Perpetuating notions of unruliness and filth, the incomprehensibility categorizes graffiti 
as a visible tarnish. Rhetoric surrounding graffiti utilizes the language of sanitization, with 
proponents against graffiti looking to clean up these streets, demonstrating the distaste of both 
urban Latinx aesthetics and bodies. Criminalized, the stakes associated with graffiti are 
heightened, exacerbating the classist and racist discourse surrounding the actors, and further 
justifying the surveillance of racialized communities in the barrio. 
A symbolic aesthetic that resonates with the in-groups of urban areas like Boyle Heights, 
graffiti has become an especially salient tool utilized in the ongoing fight against gentrification. 




are recognized as traditional graffiti fonts. Although they remain legible to the wider public, the 
graffiti embellishment and aesthetic frame communicate a sense of solidarity to the barrio they 
are protecting, while making clear who it is that the movement represents. Rejecting branding 
that is appealing to gentrifiers that look to sanitize these same aesthetics, the group prides itself 
on its continued resonance and make up with/of actual barrio community members. 
On a larger scale, graffiti is a central mechanism used in the movement’s repertoire. On 
DBH’s Instagram page, there are dozens of references to media reporting on graffiti, ranging 
from praise for taggers, to calls from the group to continue to mark the property of 
gentrifiers. Aware of the risk posed by asking individual members to take action that is illegal, 
like tagging on gentrifier property, they maintain their mantra, Solidarity or Shame. In a post 
made on May 2nd, the group spoke about the priority of their anti-gentrification work, 
 Fighting gentrification is not mostly a legal thing. Since capitalism is legalized, 
legitimized system of exploitation and imperialism is the domination of oppressed 
nations and colonies throughout the world, resistance will naturally be illegal. It 
has always been this way. All revolutions are violent and authoritative acts of 
revolutionary violence. (Defend Boyle Heights Long Live May Day).  
 
A means of asserting the continued presence of the community, tagging on property has 
historically been a mechanism to claim space or assert presence, making it an important marker 
of DBH’s presence and also a signal that the movement is also engaged in maintenance of barrio 
culture.  By attending to the overlap between culture and aesthetic, within the resistance 
repertoires of Defend Boyle Heights the creative and layered implications of DBH use of tools 
like graffiti become prevalent. In fact, it is through a continued examination of aesthetics with 
through an investment in culture that critics can better and more ethically engage with social 








The next mechanism I want to highlight as part of Defend Boyle Heights’ repertoire in 
relation to space is their personal branding, which is not unrelated to the larger attention to 
aesthetics. The field of geography has long spoken to the role space plays in generating affect 
and changing relationships to space.  Speaking to the way hostile architecture or gendered spaces 
are created in cities, Jarvis speaks to the way space can make people feel “out of place” (Jarvis). 
With this project focused on embodied action, the role affect plays in response to social 
movements is important. Refusing to feel out of place themselves, DBH uses shame and hostility 
to generate feelings of exclusion. The affective registers of shame and exclusion are traditionally 
forced upon Latinx people in the United States, specifically in their neighborhoods that have 
been gentrified. An explicit avenue of organizational resistance for the movement, the group 
elaborates, “our recent #SolidarityOrShame campaign, where we express solidarity with the 
progressive allies and homies standing against gentrification or we publicly shame the gentrifiers 
& sellouts as part of a larger overall strategy to take them on.” (Defend Boyle Heights Long Live 
May Day). Be it verbally yelling shame or posting it online, DBH mobilizes the affective 
response to shame as a salient tool for defending the barrio.  
 Unlike many other contemporary movements, DBH core members are not visibly 
affiliated with the movement. Donning red bandanas with glasses, or occasionally luchadores 
masks, the members make it a point to maintain their anonymity. Their accounts go without 




collective. Though seemingly insignificant in the face of aforementioned mechanisms of direct 
action, their anonymity provides a foundation to foster the way generifies feel about and interact 
with the barrio. The anonymous watch force, Defend Boyle Heights is able to produce feelings 
that resonate with that of being surveilled because of their continued anonymity. With no sense 
of who is or could be watching at any point, gentrifiers who have been targeted by the movement 
not only rarely have recourse in terms of notifying law enforcement, but also are forced to 
renegotiate feeling of safety and precariousness. Falling into stereotypes that refer to Latinx 
people as indistinguishable from one another, the embodied agitation used by DBH is all the 
more interesting, as it obscures said bodies in order to make the body of the movement more 
intimidating and present. Speaking to the role of surveillance and space is feminist geographer 
Hille Koskela, who explains that gaze, power and control are key to looking at more subtle forms 
of the constructed environments.  Citing the prominence of cameras in urban areas, she 
elaborates on how city space is controlled through surveillance and simultaneously alters how 
communities relate to and move throughout that space (Koskela 244). Necessary to note is the 
way the appropriation of space takes place through bodies. The barrio members themselves 
become the form of surveillance that takes on responsibility for the neighborhood., They monitor 
the space, making the gentrifier, the surveilled and otherized, literally regaining discursive 
control of the space. Utilizing the obscurity that surrounds their group members, they 
reappropriate dynamics of surveillance, shifting the panopticon to force feelings of uncertainty 
onto those invading the space. The purposeful alienation is noteworthy, as it demonstrates the 
affective element to resistance and cultural constitution that is integral to the larger project. 
A means of individual resistance, the expropriation of feelings of shame serves as a 




repertoire of social movements are not new: “Gramsci realised that transforming consciousness 
within society (such as challenging people’s assumptions about a variety of issues) involved 
action in the realm of culture, and that one of the primary ways to achieve this was through 
engaging with people’s emotions” (Routledge 113). Reappropriating stereotypes meant to evoke 
shame, like that of the brutal cholo or dangerous and crime ridden barrio, DBH positions 
themselves as a part of a long line of activists to utilize stereotypes as a source of power.  
 
Embodiment  
Speaking to this legacy of shame and bodies is Allison Prasch’s “Maternal Bodies in 
Militant Protest” which examines the embodied protest of Liberian activists seeking to bring 
attention to the bodily abuse they endured as a result of armed conflict. Engaging specifically in 
a conversation about maternal bodies in Liberian culture, Prasch considers the rhetorical power 
of “threatening” nakedness. Prasch describes the maternal body as a site of immense rhetorical 
significance, historicizing the Liberian cultural tradition that attributes to it giving 
life.  Examining not only the corporeal power to enact change, Prasch also identifies the effects 
of discursive identification, exemplified through the unique regard of bodies that carry a 
maternal identity. 
Invested in the relationship DBH holds between embodied protest and culture, Prasch’s 
conversation about how ascribed cultural values like chastity, mapped onto the bodies of 
mothers, is reappropriated as a locus for social power. Nakedness and African motherhood are 
both salient cultural markers that function as mutually exclusively to one another in the public 




mothers are made to feel about modesty, and the affective registers felt in response to shame 
pushed onto those forced to witness the demonstration.  
Speaking to the activation of culturally-held beliefs through an explicit performance that 
ruptures their parameters, is Dana SawChuck in her piece “The Raging Grannies: Defying 
Stereotypes and Embracing Aging Through Activism.” Performative, the Raging Grannies play 
into stereotypes that identify grandmothers as fragile, flappable, gentle and non-threatening. Yet, 
the rages organized by the grannies juxtaposed against the eccentric performance of 
grandmotherly-ness not only highlights and counteracts ageist assumptions surrounding the 
capabilities of older women, but also serve as a platform to generate political rhetoric and 
resistance.  Defend Boyle Heights similarly leans into stereotypes associated not only with 
individuals who are Latinx, but also the neighborhoods they occupy, employing the strategic 
deployment of stereotypes individually and spatially.  
Also exploring the overlap between stereotypes, bodies and social movement is the 
aforementioned Darrell Wanzer-Serrano, who argues that the embodied rhetoric at the center of 
the YLO movement was not only unique from other social movement rhetoric at the time, but 
also provided an opportunity to reimagine how groups whose activist is centered on the 
marginalized and agentially constrained. By drawing on ascribed stereotypes of Puerto Rican 
neighborhoods, members not only resignify the relationship of self to stereotype, but use the 
power imbued in the refusal of shame as a repertoire for resistance. Utilizing both space and 
bodies, Defend Boyle Heights thus utilizes affect as a means of building community 
pride/combating internalized disciplining, while also creating clear boundaries or who is and is 




The vehicle for protest and the site that makes visible the rearticulation of cultural 
narratives and historical lineages of resistance, the body— the way it is positioned, fashioned and 
strategically utilized is also the site that as a critic I see where possibilities for visions of an 
emancipated barrio. For it is through the bodies that the commitment to living and being as if 
emancipation is possible that inspires collective imaginations that become attainable. 
 
Radical Imaginaries and Cultural Production 
As embodied acts of resistance continue to constitute spatial formations, Defend Boyle 
Heights’ mechanisms of resistance create both a material and imaginary space through which 
members articulate the process of understanding and resisting their specific marginalized 
positionalities. Working against the cultural extraction that is inherent to gentrification, DBH’s 
emphasis on not only obfuscating the process of gentrification, but also responding with a vision 
of a liberated Boyle Heights, highlights the role of culture in resistance. I take seriously the 
notion that those engaged in resistance are also always engaged in theorizing their subjectivity 
from their specific context, exemplified by the radical futurities imagined and articulated by 
DBH; it is within these imaginaries that I find cultural production.  Throughout the thesis project, 
the analysis will demonstrate that resistance often founds a utopian imaginary, creating temporal, 
physical and discursive spaces for radical imaginations, creating possibilities that extend beyond 
current social practices, constraints and subjecthood. Defend Boyle Heights enacts this by 
insisting that individuals think beyond their current marginalized subjectivity, demanding they 
imagine new relationalities, possible realities and innovative forms of resistance. 
 Grounding the project within critical cultural studies is necessary to contextualize the 




this project in postcolonial and decolonial theory, as the project and myself as a scholar feel the 
demands of the decolonial and transnational push in rhetorical studies. Elaborating on what this 
looks like within scholarship, Wanzer-Serrano explains,   
a defining characteristic of decoloniality is a critical delinking that offers 
pluriversal alternatives to modern coloniality. Such alternatives can coalesce in 
challenges to ideographs like ‘the people’ but must also include broader epistemic 
shifts privileging geopolitical location and the body politics of knowledge in 
contradistinction to the dominant social imaginary. (Wanzer-Serrano164) 
 
An expansive project, Wanzer-Serrano speaks to how the Young Lords, in their radical 
imaginations provided a “decolonial challenge to the modern social imaginary” (Wanzer-
Serrano). Like Wanzer-Serrano, I too can identify the possibilities of imagination as a 
constituting force for renegotiating the way one moves throughout the world, and thus, seek to 
identify and explore how Defend Boyle Heights is engaged in a similar process of emancipation 
and resistance. Working against a dominant social imaginary, which Dilip Gaonkar describes as 
“an enabling but not fully explicable symbolic matrix within which a people imagine and act as 
world-making collective agents” (Gaonkar 10). DBH provides an alternative for movement and 
community members to imagine their space, the barrio and their role within it differently. 
Jose Munoz’s theories of disidentification and queer utopia are helpful to establish a 
framework for world making and expand upon what it means to recreate possibilities of material 
existence through imagination. In speaking to the emancipatory possibilities of imagining other 
worlds, Munoz states  
The concept of worldmaking delineates the ways in which 
performances—both theatrical and everyday rituals—have the ability to 
establish  alternate views of the world. These alternative vistas are more 
than simply views or perspectives; they are oppositional ideologies that 
function as critiques of oppressive regimes of “truth” that subjugate 





Taking this concept of world making, that I, like Munoz, argue can be seen in moments 
of embodied resistance, the larger canon of queer theory that explores queer world making 
bolsters the assertion that world making itself is as a strategy of resistance and worth exploration. 
Also looking at the relationship between social movements and the social imaginary is Josue 
David Cisneros, who analyzes the implications of La Grande Marhca (LGM). Interested in the 
role the march played in constituting a counter-hegemonic civic imaginary that anchors 
American citizenship in hybridity instead of homogeneity, Cisneros explains that LGM “fused 
the alien and the American to (re)border the civic imaginary and challenge conventional 
demarcations between citizen and alien” (Cisneros). Much like LGM, Defend Boyle Heights, 
through their performances of embodied agitation, are imagining new ways of being in the world 
and barrio. 
Also invested in collective imagination and culture as a site for (un)making worlds is 
Edward Said’s Culture and Imperialism, in which, Said is adamant that the struggle for power is 
not solely physical but also found “ideas, about forms, about images and imaginings” (Said 7). 
Identifying the relationship between how imagination constitutes culture and also geographic 
place, Said’s work on how colonial empires are constituted and thus reinstated through 
imagination is integral for this project.  Feminist theorizations around imagination and play from 
Adrienne Rich’s Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected Prose inform my examination of DBH’s 
collective investment in reimagining Boyle Heights, as Rich grounds the possibilities for 
imagination to “transcend and transform experiences” which is at the basis of DBH’s two fold 
strategies of resistance.  Finally, I find Benedict Anderson's political theorizations on 
subjecthood and community from Imagined Communities, helpful in articulating how 




group. In speaking to the nation Anderson explains  “[the nation] is imagined because the 
members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, 
or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion” (Anderson 
6).  Anderson’s work about how imagination grounds parameters of community are thus an 
important foundation for my exploration of  DBH’s mobilization of imagination to maintain the 
fabric of Boyle Heights pre-gentrified community and the possibilities of a sustainable, future, 
revolutionary community.  
 
Artifacts and Case Study Analysis 
 The specific artifacts used in this project were obtained from various platforms associated 
with Defend Boyle Heights, specifically from their Instagram page and online archival 
website/blogspace. Both platforms contain a wealth of primary documents ranging from video 
footage, text-based analysis of events and resistance strategies to humorous reposting of content 
creators the movement is in solidarity with. The collections serve the dual purpose of 
documenting the group’s presence and actions while also serving as a communicative forum that 
informs allies and membership of upcoming protests and recommendations for engaging in 
individual solidarity. A larger project would ideally account for the ever growing archive that 
constraints vast amounts of documents and artifacts Defend Boyle Heights creates through their 
consistent agitation and varied resistance strategies. However, given the nature and scope of this 
thesis, I speak to the variety of artifacts contained in the archive as a contextual element that 
frames my more focused selection of objects.  
 Although the rhetorical crafting of what I am identifying as an archive is not the central 




archival collections are accessible to me in more ways than one. The platforms, filled with 
“cultural vernacular” and aesthetic coding that is relatable to my upbringing as a Chicana from 
Boyle Heights engaged me both politically and personally.  Rather than speaking to the role of 
digital archives in resistance movements more broadly, I am interested in locating Defend Boyle 
Heights and the rhetoric they produce as a culturally specific and contextualized. 
 For this thesis project, I will focus on texts that are both visual and discursive, evoking a 
range of responses—radical militancy to anger to mourning. This ranges from videos of direct 
action that takes the shape of disruptive protest, to articulations of culturally specific icons. 
Alongside direct references to violent action are utopian imaginaries of liberated futures, 
specifically constructed around Boyle Heights and its community members.  My analysis aims to 
work through the function of the spectrum of affect produced by Defend Boyle Heights, with 
specific attention paid to the ways these texts suggest DBH positions itself and the community in 
relation to the colonial-capital landscape we exist in. I argue that though the actions of DBH are 
a direct response to the oppressive cultural violence enacted by gentrification, and each artifact 
features in some way a (re)imagination of subjectivity for members and the community at large.  
 The primary artifacts that will be used in this project are a video that serves to constitute 
the movement, a collection of video footage centered around the Nicodim protests and Boyle 
Heights as an entity and barrio itself. The first two artifacts are located primarily on the groups 
blogspace/website or Instagram page. Each artifact is demonstrative of the duality in DBH 
resistance, performing both obfuscatory resistance to gentrification along with providing 
opportunities for cultural production.  
 The first artifact, titled La Noticia: Boyle Heights se Defiende! Episode 1 is a six-minute 




large wooden chair, she wears a burgundy shirt that shows her arms, both of which are covered 
in a sleeve of tattoos. She’s wearing two chunky, black beaded necklaces, and remains unmasked 
with her face fully in frame. As she speaks about the constitution of the group, their recent 
history and projected future, members of the movement, dawning red bandanas covering their 
face, black clothing and a variety of colorful wigs enter the frame in coordinated groups. 
Eventually, the red-masked members take their place on either side and behind the woman, 
surrounding her in a show of solidarity. The background is empty save for the circular symbol 
above the group in the center of the room that is initially unrecognizable. At the conclusion of 
the video, the camera zooms in onto the image which reads Boyle Heights Defiende A 
Los Mariachis, with a cartoon mariachi playing the trumpet over a red star. The video feed cuts 
to a graphic that once again reads Boyle Heights Defiende next to the image of a raised fist. An 
intentional performance, the video aesthetically draws upon a repertoire of radical activists, 
communicating the seriousness of which DBH takes in stopping gentrification. Throughout the 
clip, the woman speaks to the mission of the group, the disastrous effects of gentrification, and 
the role DBH will play in working towards an emancipated future for Boyle Heights.  
 The second artifact is a collection of protest videos that capture the protest against the 
Nicodim gallery. Moving into Boyle Heights in 2009, the Nicodim art gallery was among many 
that relocated into warehouse space in Boyle Heights, as a part of a push to cultivate artistic 
communities in what was a more affordable part of Los Angeles. Identifying the occupation of 
the space and inculcation of artistic production that was not community centered or generated, 
the Nicodim gallery became a focus of DBH’s anti-gentrification protests. The videos I am 
utilizing were directly reposted onto the DBH Instagram page, and correlate to a series of posts 




while also serving as a communicative forum that informs allies and membership of upcoming 
protests and recommendations for engaging in individual solidarity. The Nicodim protests at 
large are demonstrative of the entanglement of cultural production manifested by artistic outlets 
like galleries.  Further, the larger debate around Nicodim and DBH touches upon the relationship 
between the community-centered approach that contextualizes DBH’s actions, along with the 
complex relationship between galleries owned by well-intentioned artist who can also be 
complicit in exacerbating gentrification.  
Although the larger DBH archive contains a wealth of artifacts, I was drawn to the 
Nicodim protest videos and corresponding posts as I feel they demonstrate the various facets my 
larger project is engaged in exploring. From the critical moments of disidentification in the 
Defiende video, to the occupation of space/place as addressed by Shome, the artifacts are an 
exemplification of agitation that is disruptive, spatially specific and tactical. Further, the videos 
themselves provide insight into what resistance for DBH specifically looks like, providing an apt 
opening to discuss the relationship between embodiment and protest as examined by Wanzer-
Serrano. Finally, both artifacts demand audience members reimagine Boyle Heights along with 
their role within the neighborhoods futurity. Working to reconstitute what Anderson calls the 
imagined community, DBH enacts Said’s theorizations, resolute that in tandem with material 
agitation, ideas serve as a foundation for revolutionary change 
The final “artifact” I endeavor to examine is visions of an emancipated Boyle Heights. 
Heeding Shome’s call to approach space as more than a supplement or background, I position 
Boyle Heights as a unique and particular space that provides the possibilities of 
cultural production, and serves as a template for visions of emancipation. Having identified the 




place Boyle Heights, as a barrio, as a focal point in this project. Further, as I endeavor to study 
the cultural production that emerges from the movement, locating the analysis of Boyle Heights 
as the center of said culture and production is necessary. I firmly believe the grounding this 
project in the unique nature of the barrio itself is crucial to better understanding and more 
ethically engaging with the movement as rhetorical critic.  
 The selection of artifacts is always a difficult process, fraught with a series of questions 
and subsequent choices that often have less clarifying answers. However, my selection of the 
artifacts I have identified, like my choice in theory, stems from working to find a balance 
between maintaining a commitment to crafting a project that is explicitly postcolonial, 
decolonial, anti-racist and rhetorical. Therefore, the objects I selected most explicitly identify the 
duality of DBH’s resistance strategies. The artifacts themselves serve both as material 
exemplifications of agitation and resistance, while also simultaneously demonstrating the use of 
radical imaginaries and cultural production. Embedded into the fabric of Boyle Heights as a 
cultural enclave, verbally explained in the La Noticia Video and embodied and visually 
demonstrated by the Nicodim protest videos, each object encapsulates the nuances of social 
movements to resist both materially and immaterially. Together, the artifacts are material 
displays of the physical and discursive power that result from engaging in resistance that is 
culturally specific. The objects demonstrate DBH’s aims in struggling against gentrification 
while also sustaining and continually reproducing the culture that is erased, sanitized and 
extracted by gentrification. The artifacts attend DBH’s call to not only push back against 
gentrification but within the actions and visions prompted by the resistance, they simultaneously 
embody possibilities, though fleeting, for what a Boyle Heights free from gentrification could 





 After introducing and historically situating my project, my second chapter will provide a 
close textual analysis of my first two artifacts through rhetorical criticism.  Chapter two focuses 
on social movement strategies and the deployment of affect and stereotype, demonstrated by the 
videos artifacts I discussed earlier. The aim of providing a close textual analysis of the artifacts is 
to explore the role of bodies and aesthetics have in constituting one another through agitative 
resistance, giving me a more in-depth and nuanced understanding of DBH’s direct resistance to 
the ongoing wave of gentrification.  I will focus on how these texts (re)construct and 
(re)constitute Boyle Heights as both a material and discursive space, through particular modems 
of direct action agitation. In other words, this chapter is concerned with identifying the various 
mechanisms of resistance and the function they are serving in the larger movement against 
gentrification. This analysis will work through the use of images and text, as well as the material 
and embodied nature of protest and agitation. 
 After offering an analysis of the first two artifacts, the third and final chapter will focus 
on how the adopted forms of resistance have uncovered/crafted new imagined ways of existing 
within the larger imperial landscape, while constituting the parameters of an imagined racial 
future for said subjects. Within this chapter I will more explicitly examine visions of a liberated 
Boyle Heights, while highlighting the intertwined relationship between, embodiment, aesthetics, 
culture and place. I will specifically examine DBH as a movement that contributes to the 
maintenance and creation of cultural imaginations, within the larger landscape of Boyle Heights 
and how in turn, the group participates in mobilizing and creating radical visions of a future and 
past barrio. Thus, this chapter will combine postcolonial scholarship on emancipatory identity 




of space and location, along with embodied rhetorics that speak to social movements and 
agitation specifically. 
Investments and Implications 
The methodological implications found at the intersections between rhetoric and post-
colonial studies  are central to this project, and thus, I argue that the bridging of rhetoric and 
post-colonialism is an endeavor that holds productive possibilities. More specifically, I aim to do 
so with the intention of speaking to particular bodies and communities, resolute in working to 
create scholarship that is intentionally intersectional. Speaking to articulations of resistance from 
the crossroads of rhetoric and post colonialism acknowledges the possibilities located within 
cross disciplinary methodology, which Shome elaborates on: 
“the goal is to rethink our research frameworks including interdisciplinary ones 
that we so easily think represents a greater flexibility of knowledge, and see if we 
can hear in them the collisions and collusions, as well as the sounds and silences, 
of national maneuverings, geopolitical violences, diverse yet intertwined histories, 
and complex spatialities.” (Shome Interdisciplinary Research and Globalization 
31) 
 
Further, this methodological undertaking carries important implications surrounding the 
politics of knowledge production. As mentioned prior, there is a large conversation that raises 
questions about who gets to produce “knowledge,” when they get to do so and why we validate it 
as such.   As a scholar, I am interested in producing scholarship and building on theory that is 
inseparable from my investment in creating a space for women of color within the field. 
Acknowledging the culturally-specific modes through which knowledge is being produced 
within Boyle Heights not only opens doors for the strengthening of theory building, but also the 
role of scholars in engaging social change. Intentionally placing cultural artifacts that depict 




production and movement building that centers subaltern identities and experience. Thus, the 
turn to postcolonial theory, decolonial studies, critical cultural studies and social movement 
theory also serves as an approach to a project that is guided by the continuous oscillating 
relationship between object and theory.  
My motivation for engaging in criticism of Defend Boyle Heights’ resistive rhetorics 
originates from my activist investments in resisting imperial capitalism, from my scholarly 
investments in taking seriously the work of grassroots community organizers as epistemological 
innovators, and personally as a person who, as Lisa Flores describes, “finds themselves with a 
foot in both worlds” one of which is the academy and the other of which is my home, Boyle 
Heights (Flores 142).  This project will demonstrate that resistance often founds a utopian 
imaginary, creating temporal, physical and discursive spaces for radical imaginations, creating 
possibilities that extend beyond current social practices, constraints and subjecthood. Defend 
Boyle Heights enacts this by insisting individuals think beyond their current marginalized 
subjectivity, demanding they imagine new relationalities, possible realities and innovative forms 
of resistance.  
Really, my engagement with these rhetorical artifacts finds its foundation in a feminist 
optimism that yearns for a new way of existence; this optimism is something I hope to carry 
though the contributions and implications of this scholarship, both scholarly and personally. In 
the words of Los Angeles Latina Yesika Starr 
 Gentrification tried to tell me 
  That what once loved me 
  Can no longer love me back 




  You can’t know what's in my blood. 
Like Yesika Starr, the community of Boyle Heights has responded in earnest, with resistance, 
refusal and also innovation. By highlighting the tie between space, self and resistance, I aim to 




Chapter 1: Solidarity or Shame: La Noticia: Boyle Height Se Defiende and the Nicodim 
Protest 
 
I’m driving in the car with my mom and sister. It’s December, and were driving back 
home from a day of shopping for fabric in Santee Alley, heading west down First Street back 
into Boyle Heights. Looking out the window, the street we’ve driven down more times than I 
could ever hope to count renders itself almost unfamiliar. Shops that have been a staple in the 
community for generations are struggling to maintain their property, while art galleries galore 
and hipster barber shops litter the street space on the iconic Boyle Heights corridor. Commenting 
on the changes to my mom, we pass Al and Bee’s, a favorite restaurant of mine since childhood, 
that’s nestled in a small space between apartment buildings, hidden from those who don’t know 
it’s there. The storefront has not changed much. Across the street from the back apartment 
restaurant is the Boyle Heights police station, renovated with fresh coats of paint, newly paved 
sidewalks ample amounts of green space. Of course the city has money to renovate the police 
station, but none to give to local businesses, I comment to my mom. As we continue our drive to 
the mercadito we stop at a light on Soto. As I look across the intersection, I feel disconcerted. On 
my right sits an apartment complex, put up within the last 2 years to accommodate the influx of 
residents moving into Boyle Heights. On the left, across the street from the complex sits the 
Peabody House, a 120 year old property that was moved, to accommodate the new units. We 
drive away before I can completely articulate my feelings and thoughts, were passing what feel 
like monuments to my youth. The soccer field my HS soccer games were played on, Raspados 
don manuel where I had to have spent hundreds of dollars on raspados and tostilocos and I find a 
sense of familiarity once again. my mom notices it too, over the train tracks, she says. We both 




Like DBH and a variety of gentrification scholars, I find legacies of colonialism 
demonstrated within gentrification as an iteration of colonial displacement. Wendy Shaw cites 
the relationship between whiteness, gentrification and settler colonialism, Jean Paul-Addie and 
James Fraser identify how urban development that targets specific “geographies” exists within 
legacies of colonial displacement and Jessica Parish speaks to the reproduction of spatial 
violence gentrification spawns through the matrices of ongoing settler colonialism. 
Contextualized within a paradigm that questions the matrixes of power in larger legacies of 
colonialism, the onslaught of gentrification holds a weighted significance. Positioning 
gentrification within colonial apparatuses is Rowland Atkinson who explains how spatially and 
culturally, the imposition of gentrification follows the same logics of dominance: “Contemporary 
gentrification has elements of colonialism as a cultural force in its privileging of whiteness, as 
well as the more class-based identities and preferences in urban living. In fact not only are the 
new middle-class gentrifiers predominantly white but the aesthetic and cultural aspects of the 
process assert a white Anglo appropriation of urban space and urban history’ (Atkinson and Gary 
2). By forcibly displacing populations of community, gentrification breaks up community bonds 
that co-constitute individual, communal and cultural identity, imbuing neighborhood like Boyle 
Heights with Starbucks where generations-old taquerias once stood. Disrupting an amassed 
legacy of embodied community, generations of heritage that are located in place are dislocated, 
while the communities who once made up these neighborhoods are dispersed elsewhere.  
  Gentrification can be understood as a structural process of uneven development and 
cultural/capital  accumulation  in condensed areas. More visible than the invisibilized economic 
displacement that impacts low-income families is the hype visible “redevelopment” of urban 




gentrification  should also be  regarded as  a  “place-taking” and a ”place-making: process,  but  
it  is  also  a  place-making  process  where historical places are unmade and re-made to 
accommodate the changing demographics (Kern 443). Space and place scholars have long 
remarked on the process of placemaking through architectural markers, language and food within 
neighborhoods. Raka Shome in fact highlights the importance of regarding spatial power 
matrices and their larger role in placemaking for communities who reside and interact with them. 
Social spaces, like barrios, are crafted through both the material amenities within the public 
space, along with the affective dynamics that co-constitute the spaces people move throughout. 
Thus, placemaking is a continual process of affective engagement between people and the spaces 
they exist in.  
 Within the process of gentrification, traditional place making structures that serve as 
cultural symbols, like food vendors, neighborhood aesthetics or storefronts that process material 
resources are replaced with what Zukin calls “cultural symbols of leisure” citing flagship stores 
that signal tourism, and elite consumption, most prominently identifiable by high end distilleries 
or boutique coffee shops that have become symbolic for gentrification (Zukin 2011).  
Displacement exacerbates this process of violent place remaking, with rent increases, evictions 
and demographic shifts asserting who is welcomed within the new place being made in gentrified 
spaces. 
 As familiar markers of place and neighborhood identity are stripped, surroundings 
become culturally and aesthetically foreign, often resulting in the loss of familiarity, stability and 
sense of oneself in relation to community (Shaw and Hageman 327). Katie Shaw and Iris 
Hagemans explain this process of cultural displacement as similarly impactful traditional 




isolation that make worse the violence of affective feelings of displacement. Shaw and 
Hagemans explain, “This loss of place can be as distressing as physical relocation. Physical or 
psychological disability, lack of access to private transport, reliance on the hours of operation of 
public transport––none of which are uncommon to very low-income people––can exacerbate 
social isolation in ways better resourced people may find hard to comprehend” (Shaw and 
Hageman 327). 
Drawing on these larger conversations regarding colonialism, culture and resistance, I am 
able to make sense of the relationship they have to gentrification and Defend Boyle Heights 
specifically through their convergence at the site of bodies. Thus, embodiment is the final 
thematic framework I find necessary to touch upon before moving into the artifact analysis that 
sits at the center of this chapter. Although there are endless scholars that inform my thoughts in 
relation to this work, the turn to conversations surrounding bodies will round out the literature I 
find crucial to reference in this project. Bodies, a salient site of disciplining and resistance are 
central to DBHs tactics of resistance, but also integral to how I understand a postcolonial 
feminist analysis, as the turn to the body serves as a generative site for feminist scholarship. 
Rosemary Parsons, explores the body as a particularly salient site for protest within the neo-
liberal age. She argues that because the body functions as a site where neoliberal values (and 
subsequent disciplining) are performed, and thus the body then operates as a key axis for social 
movements to theorize and practice intersectional politics. Like myself, Parsons, identifies that 
an intentional situation of the body at the intersections of theory and praxis enacts a 
contemporary feminist praxis that situates the individual body as a point of mediation between 




In their piece on militant feminist protest in apartheid South Africa, Omotayo Jolaosho 
conceptualizes how rhetorical scholars approach mobilization of corporeal collectives, turning 
particular attention to “emotive” dimensions of collectives during activist events. In so doing, 
this article advances what they identify as “feminist bodily epistemologies” that interrogates how 
collective mobilization is both internally and externally motivated. Through exploring the 
agitative strategies of DBH, I have found that a feminist ethic that centers the agency of 
organizers to form collectives within groups is not only generative in understanding the nuanced 
repertoires of resistance employed by the group, but reaffirms my position as a witness that is 
observant and committed to learning from the grassroots organizers in Boyle Heights.  For both 
me and Jolaosho, prioritizing embodied epistemologies rather than imposing or adapting 
concepts to suit their experiences aids me in accessing a more nuanced understanding of the 
movement, while maintaining my own personal feminist ethic. 
 
Contextualizing the Objects  
Although the larger DBH archive contains a wealth of artifacts, I was drawn to the 
constitution video and corresponding post as it most directly speaks to the group’s aims while 
also demonstrating the various facets of aesthetics and embodiment DBH uses as a part of their 
repertoire of resistance.  Although the videos vary in their depictions of resistance, what this 
chapter is most interested in is the space of overlap within Defend Boyle Heights’ demonstration 
of strategic aesthetics and embodied protest. I argue the themes of aesthetics and embodiment are 
lenses that aid in better identifying how radical visions of an emancipated Boyle Heights are at 




each individual artifact, this chapter will analyze where each of these themes, aesthetics  and 
embodiment are prevalent within both videos. 
In April of 2019 Defend Boyle Heights posted a constitution video on their website and 
social media to announce the groups new direction, the video is titled “La Noticia Episode 1: On 
The Reconstitution Of Defend Boyle Heights.” The video was posted in the aftermath of the 
dissolution of the original coalition that DBH was a part of, originally established in 2016. The 
coalition was made up of the O.V.A.S (Overthrowing Vendidxs, Authority & the State), Serve 
the People Los Angeles, Red & Anarchist Skinheads- Los Angeles  and the Undeportables, all of 
which are organizations committed to a form of revolutionary leftist struggle in Los Angeles. 
Citing continued internal conflict among the groups, Defend Boyle Heights eventually decided to 
separate themselves from the OVAS and Serve the People, citing a stagnation in embodied 
actions, the erasure and silencing of women of color in the organization and a lack of reflexivity 
or behavioral change on behalf of the OVAS. DBH defends this rupture on a blog post in in 
December of 2018 as a “painful but necessary step forward” elaborating that the shift in 
constitution is integral to fighting gentrification in Boyle Heights: 
“A revolutionary anti-gentrification organization cannot be corrupted by 
identity politics and liberalism. It cannot be centrist (not wanting to pick a 
side). Gentrification is a violent, capitalist monster that devours working 
class families and spits them out into homelessness or the margins of 
society. It eats up working-class neighborhoods. It puts more pig-police on 
the street and kicks out street vendors and small businesses. Can we really 
afford to fight gentrification with an organization that can’t even hold its 
own members a ccountable? We owe much more than that to the masses. 
We owe them our hard discipline and commitment to struggle. We must 
be a militant machine of resistance. A machine can’t function if all the 
gears don’t turn” (Defend Boyle Heights) 
  
The situation escalated in February of 2016, when DBH called for an isolation of the 




as an “antagonistic force” (Defend Boyle Heights). In April of 2019, Defend Boyle Heights 
released the video this chapter examines, once again reconstituting themselves, this time as an 
independent group made up of individual members instead of coalitions with other radical lefitst 
groups in Los Angeles. Serving as a starting point for the group’s first major material move away 
from coalition organizing and into an autonomous, consolidated group, along with a clear 
ideological step is solely focus on combating gentrification, the video is an apt place to begin my 
exploration as well.  The video, which is six minutes in length is accompanied by a post that 
reiterates the oration in the video that consists of an explanation of the group’s decision to center 
gentrification and constitute their strategies and commitments to the barrio. Both the video and 
text were shared on Defend Boyle Heights Blog and social media platforms and remain up to this 
day. Through an analysis of the video, contextualized within the larger framework of the 
movement’s location in Boyle Heights, I will look to explore how grassroots movements engage 
in a process of producing culture and radical, emancipatory imaginaries. This chapter will 
proceed with a turn to relevant literature from post-colonial studies and social movement rhetoric 
that will aid me in conducting an analysis of DBH’s constitution video, working to identify 
movements of emancipatory imaginations and cultural production.  Although the video is only 
six minutes, it is rich in its production of culture and emancipatory visions for Boyle Heights, 
through among other things, its strategic use of aesthetics and embodied resistance. 
The second artifact this chapter explores is a video that depicts a widely publicized 
demonstration at the Nicodim art galleries in Boyle heights. Like the first artifact, the Nicodim 
video depicts the strategic use of embodied protest that demonstrate the salience of cultural 
foundations in grassroots movements like DBH. Although DBH has participated in and 




protests, the Nicodim protest is demonstrative of the DBH engagement with ethical cultural 
production in relationship to the uneven displacement and aesthetic warfare gentrification 
spawns. Rising to notoriety for their outrage at SelfHelp Graphics’ insistence that artists can’t be 
gentrifiers, the Nicodim protests serve as an extension to DBH response to unethical cultural 
production. More pointedly, is within this response that I believe cultural production also exists. 
The Nicodim protest video therefore is a uniquely important artifact that demonstrates not 
only an instance of agitative action, but also speaks to the larger conversation surrounding 
cultural production that I am intrigued by. Although gentrification is a multifaceted field within 
itself, art as one of those facets is ever present in ongoing push to gentrify Boyle Heights. 
Speaking to the issue is the LA Times, who identifies the increase of galleries present in the 
Boyle Heights area, “In the last few years, more than a dozen galleries have appeared in the area, 
mostly in the industrial zone just west of the 101 Freeway. Community activists say they fear the 
galleries will inflate property values and push poorer residents out” (LA Times). Like the LA 
Times, the larger, national art community has identified Los Angeles, and specifically Boyle 
Heights as a space that fosters artistic potential. Reporting on the artwave that’s taking over 
Boyle Heights is the New York Times, whose description of the influx of galleries is heavy with 
discriminatory metaphors that echo colonial justifications for the occupation of land. Justifying 
the move, the times explains the galleries are beneficial for the city, “galleries are beginning to 
give the area the urban cultural density that Los Angeles mostly lacks” (NYT). Boyle Heights, 
the current epicenter of this wave, is more closely mentioned, 
 “ can afford not to do a safe show,” said Mr. Haymes, who moved to Boyle  
Heights from San Francisco, landing in a live-work building next to the Los  
Angeles River. There are quirks — “there’s an organic pesticide storage next to me, so it 
smells of garlic and ginger at odd times of day,” he said — but for less than $2 a square 






 Like various other arts, Mr Haymes’ understanding of Boyle Heights takes on that of a 
testing ground, to which his time there is spent in play, whereas for residents, the stakes are 
much higher.  He couches his description of Boyle Heights with larger landmarks like the river, 
crafting the space as almost newly discovered or uninhabited, and juxtaposes the residents who 
are there with descriptions of smell, like garlic or ginger, describing their presence as odd, 
couched in references to pungent odors stereotypically associated with immigrant populations. 
Like Mr. Haymes, a wave of contemporary artists have taken notice of the cultural landscape in 
Boyle Heights, using what they understand to be a blank canvas as a justification for their 
displacement of longtime residents, “There’s a material change. You feel it, in art culture and 
culture in Los Angeles. You see it filling in” says one artist, “A lot of it is esoteric, less market-
driven, more idea- and art-driven,” says another (NYT).  
Sitting at the crux of the debate over gentrification, space and cultural capital sits the 
Nicodim art gallery, who was the target of staunch criticism. Receiving a local government 
incentive to move into the neighborhood, Defend Boyle Heights, in coalition with a variety of 
community members and various grassroots organizations actively organized a response to their 
imposition. The video examined in this chapter is a singular example of the larger repertoires of 
resistance utilized to push Nicodim out of Boyle Heights. For me, however, the video is 
indicative of not only physical agitated responses to the class warfare gentrification enacts, but 
the use of “cultural capital” to justify the specific influx of art galleries into the neighborhood. 
Establishing themselves through a firm outcry that artists can also be gentrifiers, the Nicodim 
demonstrations serve as an important marker in the trajectory of Defend Boyle Heights’ political 
organization, while aptly capturing the relationship gentrification, culture and colonialism all 




 Taking place at the Nicodim art gallery itself, the video is recorded on cellphone in early 
September. Attached to the video is a caption that elaborates on a brief history of Nicodim’s 
relationship with DBH and the barrio, with reference to prior agitative actions taken by the 
movement. The first part of the reference reads “Our ‘fuck white art’ poster is to commemorate 
the community’s struggle against Nicodim. In 2016, community members spray painted “fuck 
white art” onto Nicodim & Nicodim responded with ...a hate crime charge” (Defend Boyle 
Heights Instagram).  They go on to explain the Nicodim gallery worked with the LAPD to 
criminalize agitators that resisted the relocation of the Nicodim gallery into Boyle Heights, 
following up with a critique of why involving the LAPD in already criminalized neighborhoods 
is uniquely problematic. They finish the post affirming “militant action” is effective and they 
will continue to practice direct action until Nicodim leaves the barrio. The post is reiterated on 
their larger blog, affirming the initial sentiment and rearticulating their stance on gentrification: 
solidarity or shame. 
Conceptually these videos are both centered around DBH, yet their production and 
content diverge outside of their clear messaging around anti-gentrification. However, in 
analyzing the videos with an optic specifically geared towards aesthetics and embodiment, the 
consistency through which these strategies are utilized found the ability to better understand the 




This analysis begins with aesthetics first and foremost because of its striking presence in 




gentrification in and of itself . The aesthetic and material changes wrought by gentrification are 
often the first indications of gentrification taking place in a neighborhood. In fact, it is through 
aesthetics that the process of placemaking is legible to residents outside of longtime community 
members. In fact, aesthetics often provides evidence of the restructuring processes as previously 
unfamiliar cultural symbols of excess and leisure like distilleries and high end retail shops make 
the economic shift to members of the gentrified community itself and along with surrounding 
neighborhoods (Zukin 2011). Leslie Kern refers to these aesthetic shifts as a uniformed rhythm, 
that “makes recognizable environments for tourists, with self-consciously designed spaces that 
produce familiar  sensations  and  draw  on  common  cultural  capital” (Kern 2016, 445). 
Framing the overlap between aesthetics and gentrification is a larger matrix of racialization that 
undergirds the capital logics of displacement. Neighborhood aesthetics make visible the forcibly 
altered racial and ethnic population that shift due to gentrification (Boyd 2005).  Examining the 
implications of “racial uplift” in Black neighborhoods experiencing gentrification is Michelle 
Boyd. Boyd argues that explicit aesthetic catering through consumerism to upper class racial 
groups exacerbates the displacement of lower income Black residents, which ultimately results in 
larger influxes of white, upper-middle class gentrifiers (Boyd 2005). Given the nuanced and 
interconnected relationship between aesthetics and gentrification, explicitly identifying it within 
the artifacts this chapter examines is necessary.    
 In fact, DBH’s intentional use of aesthetics as a part of their resistance strategy is not 
only eye-catching, but particularly important when analyzed in relationship to space/place and 
gentrification. Kevin DeLuca speaks to aesthetics and the performative fashioning of bodies as 
an integral piece of agitation strategy. Groups that are disproportionately disempowered function 




However, what they can easily control is the presentation of their bodies, specifically during the 
events they know attract media attention. For DeLuca, their aesthetic performance that takes 
place on bodies, then, not only signpost for a larger argumentative statement, but in fact are “the 
site and substance of the argument itself” (DeLuca 10). 
 Nicole Paliewicz elaborates on the necessity to explore the relationship between 
aesthetics and social protest, explaining “Although there is a corpus of research that has studied 
discursive messages during social movements (e.g., speeches, pamphlets, letters, petitions, signs, 
and the protest itself), researchers have tended to overlook the rhetorical dimensions of aesthetics 
that give form to the sense-making capacities of social protests” (Paliewicz 2019, 95).  In a 
project that examines the various relationships between the barrio, culture, protest and the body, 
an aesthetic approach is important to better articulate how embodied performances negotiate and 
rearticulate matrices of power, space and identity within social protest. Jonathan Katz more 
pointedly speaks to fashion and aesthetics, identifying the role uniformity in fashion is a 
mechanism in collective public political action (Katz 2013, 222). He elaborates on the 
relationship between collective action and fashion, explaining that in the age of digital media, 
“hordes of people dressed the same send an unmistakable message, one that was, moreover, 
notably easier to convey than hand lettering cardboard at two in the morning” (Katz 2013,  221). 
Like Katz, I find value in exploring the “forthright declarations of political difference as strategic 
political advantages” exhibited in infamous movements like ActUP and now within Defend 
Boyle Heights. Examining the aesthetic fashioning of the body as a site of argumentation, this 
first section will specifically look to instances of strategic aesthetics throughout both videos. 
La Noticia Episode 1 opens with a stable shot of a woman named Nancy, sitting at a 




burgundy shirt that shows her arms, both of which are covered in a sleeve of tattoos. She’s 
wearing two chunky, black beaded necklaces, and remains unmasked with her face fully in 
frame. She proclaims, “hello beautiful people of the hood, welcome to our very first broadcast of 
La Noticia: Boyle Height Se Defiende” (Defend Boyle Heights).   
Nancy goes on to explain the video will be comprised of a description and explanation of 
the group’s reconstitution, followed by an explanation of the group’s decision to focus 
specifically on gentrification within Boyle Heights. As she speaks, the camera remains centered 
on her, with her hands clasped on the table top.  She continues, “we want to make it clear to the 
hood” repeating the explicit classification of her intended audience, while providing a brief 
response to the “drama” that merited the group’s reconstitution (Defend Boyle Heights). As she 
speaks about the constitution of the group, their recent history and projected future, members of 
the movement, donning red bandanas covering their face, black clothing and a variety of colorful 
wigs enter the frame in coordinated groups. It is at this moment that the intentional and prevalent 
role aesthetic plays in the video becomes visible.  
 Similarly, at the onset of the Nicodim protest video, the intentionality to which DBH has 
taken in fashioning their members is prevalent. The first fifteen seconds of the video starts with a 
panned shot of the entire space. The room is rectangular with one wall on the long side, and a 
glass window on the wall across. The space itself doesn't look large, whether that is a result of 
the space itself for the concentration of bodies, it is unclear.  There is a person speaking on a 
bullhorn adorned in DBH’s notorious red bandana, on one side of the room. She surrounded by 
around twelve to fifteen members dressed in the same attire. In addition to the bandana, members 
wear green “field coats.” The additional members hold large cloth banners that say “Fight 




variety of people are standing outside of the glass, banging on the panes and screaming, although 
it is difficult to understand what exactly they are saying. 
Standing against the window is a man in dress pants and a white button-up shirt, 
presumably a representative of Nicodim gallery. At the onset of the video he moves his hands up 
and down, slowly, as if he is explaining something or trying to diffuse what is a viscerally tense 
situation in a visibly enclosed space. However, because there are a variety of other sounds, 
including DBH protesters intentionally silencing his ability to be heard, his voice is inaudible. 
The aesthetic of the visibly uncomfortable individual man, in a suit, juxtaposed against the 
collective mass off green jackets and masked faces provides powerful imagery that speaks to the 
racialized and class politics DBH is known for. 
The green jackets the members wear call upon the aforementioned traditions of resistance 
whose roots reach back to the Zapatista Army of National Liberation, the Zapatistas draw upon 
the narratives and lineages that constitute how the public imagines the Zapatistas. The protest, 
which takes place in September is a traditionally hot time of year in Los Angeles, California. 
With temperatures averaging a consistent 80 degrees, jackets are not a typical form of attire as it 
is much too hot to adorn them. Thus, the jacket's presence reifies the aesthetic warfare DBH 
enacts within their movement.  
A uniform of sorts, the coordinated clothing in both videos, be it the red bandana or the 
green field jacket, presents the group as organized and unified.  Though seemingly insignificant 
in the face of more intense mechanisms of direct action, a sense of strict organization is 
noteworthy when contextualized within the large scope of the movement.  For an anti-
gentrification movement that is made up of grassroots organizers, presenting a unified and 




as “disorganized” or chaotic.  Identifying the pervasive metaphors that frame Latinos, David 
Cisneros explores popular media’s depictions of Latinos and more specifically immigrants 
(groups that are often conflated) as pollutants,  
an unorganized group of border crossers … the immigrants are portrayed as 
unorganized, idle, and aimless—connoting a sense of accumulating danger. 
Whether sitting under trees or collecting on street corners, these images disrupt a 
sense of order and safety by portraying immigrants as ticking time bombs of 
cultural and economic contamination situated throughout our cities. (Cisneros 
580) 
 
Barrios, an extension of the communities who inhabit them are constituted within the 
same narrative structures that identify the community as a disparate conglomeration of chaos. 
The uneven development that constitutes gentrification relies on “racially coded narratives” that 
Melissa Alvare argues “rationalize and normalize the resultant subordination of long-time 
residents” (Alvare 113). Thus, the justification for gentrification comes through a colorblind 
language of sanitation, beautification, organization that promise urban revitalization for 
everyone. The language of urban restructuring that is marked by promises of more greenspace, 
more housing and community services mask the racialized logics of development that paint 
gentrification as welcome in communities like Boyle Heights while perpetuating paternalistic 
narratives of shame that blame poor communities for their own poverty (Gordon 170).  
Attention to the aesthetic continues to reveal the use of stereotypes as a locus for 
resistance repertoires as the body and its various assemblages continue to constitute a larger 
strategy that illuminates the depth of DBH agitation pictures. Further, the site of the body as a 
powerful tool of protest is prominent within DBH intentional fashioning of individual corporeal 
forms within the movement.  
The red bandanas members wear tied around their faces, hold an additional layer of 




resistance movements; closely related to the struggle in Boyle Heights is the history of masked 
protests and red paisley bandana called paliacates in the  Zapatista Army of National Liberation 
(the Zapatistas (Khasnabish 2010). Like DBH, the Zapatistas were a far left, anti-capitalist 
revolutionary group that was also concerned with the occupation of space. The Zapatistas were 
most prevalent throughout the Mexican Revolution, however, the group remains active in the 
contemporary moment. A conversation about the parallels between the Zapatistas and DBH 
struggle provide a fruitful site to identify not only larger cultural lineages, but to begin to 
examine how radical imaginaries are co-constituted by both the movements of the past and 
visions of the future. Further, to understand a contemporary movement that focuses on militancy 
and cultural agitation, it is important to identify previous radical movements that have created 
lineages of resistance repertoires that contextualize the current social movements positioning. 
Similarly to DBH, the group is organized around opposition to the (Mexican) 
government’s occupation of indigenous land and resource exploitation. The Zapatistas practice 
“horizontal autonomy” and are focused on building community power (Stahler-Sholk 2010, 
284). They maintain health, education, and sustainable agro-ecological systems organized 
outside of the state. Ideologically, it is obvious how influential the Zapatistas have and continue 
to be on the similarly structured and organized movement of DBH. However, the aesthetic 
parallels displayed between DBH contemporary agitation and the Zapatistias historical and 
ongoing agitation and cultural image locate DBH within a larger legacy of radical latinx 
militancy.  
Gayatri Gopinath speaks to the rearticulation of visual imagery, who speaks to the 
activation of “transptemporal relays of affective relationality” (Gopitnath 2018, 3). For Gopinath, 




rearticulate contemporary meaning through “transtemporal relays of affective relationality that 
for viewers, link contemporary imagery to various temporal and spatial meanings and 
articulations” (Gopinath 2018, 3). Thus, Defend Boyle Height’s contemporary rearticulation of 
Zapatista aesthetics and ideological parallels to their agitation strategy, crafts a contemporary 
articulation for barrio members, precisely because of how the larger, varied narratives of radical 
militancy through the Zapatistas has been crafted over time. 
However, the cultural image crafted around the Zapatista varies based off of the 
interpreters positionality. This duality or nuance in how the image is crafted and thus 
strategically deployed is creatively utilized by Defend Boyle Heights. Speaking to the mythos of 
the Zapatista as a figure, Robert Hayworth explains that it is lineages of stories of the Zapatistas 
that constitute their infamous form as “icons of militant resistance” (Hayworth 2012, 223). 
For one audience, neoliberal, American imaginings of the Zapatista figure that are crafted 
through Western hegemony and capitalism, as a threat to the dominance of NAFTA, identifying 
the Zapatistas as a “guerrilla group that could further fracture the vote on the left” they 
strategically bring the historicized struggle into the contemporary moment (Villegas 2017). By 
using the historicized narratives around rigid parameters of identity (stereotypes) that constitute 
militant Latinx social movements, while also calling upon narratives of inspiration and reverence 
the Zapatistas evoke among the leftist and Mexican generations inspired by their resistance, the 
group rearticulates historicized narratives within Latinx cultural imagination, through embodied 
resistance that positons their bodies as the sites of these nuanced ruptures. For one audience, 
namely that of the gentrifier, Defend Boyle Heights demonstrates a tactical reversal of racial 
shame by unabashedly adorning themselves in assemblages that call on figures that are contested 




Butler speaks to the role of performative aesthetics, through what she calls the 
theatricalization of political rage. For Butler, this is evidenced by theatrical activism like kiss-ins 
or die-ins, where the overlap between theater and politics recontextualizes narratives of 
queerness from a state of closeted shame and abjection to a public interpellation into narratives 
that reorient affective registers which associates shame with queerness (Butler 1993). Taking 
Butler's theory of theatricalization of political rage and mapping it onto Defend Boyle Heights’ 
continual use of aesthetics to rearticulate power, the aesthetic choices made by DBH demonstrate 
their unwillingness to closet their dissatisfaction and accept displacement quietly. This is most 
prevalent with the obvious intentionally present in their clothing choices, demonstrated both by 
the green jackets in the Nicodim video and red masks in the La Noticia video. 
 Offering no verbal justification for their dress, the group is unapologetic, using 
assemblages of bandanas and coats as a form of viable resistance within a larger power structure 
that disadvantages the group. The continual self-fashioning as sites of agitation and public 
resistance overwhelmingly demonstrate Defend Boyle Heights’ creative repertoires of resistance 
that are both culturally salient and personally generative 
Simultaneously, the invocation of the Zapatistas, through the embodied fashioning calls 
upon long lineages of radical imagination that reify the nuanced weaponization of their 
embodied agitation. In addition to invoking affective responses to militant figures, for leftists or 
followers of the Zapatistas themselves, the cotemporary invocation of their figure, within protest 
and direct-struggle rearticulates a larger narrative of resistance that closely aligns with DBH’s 
demand for an emancipated Boyle Heights. Rebecca Solnit’s characterization of the Zapatista’s 
speaks to the inspiring mythos rearticulated to audiences sympathetic to their struggle  
The Zapatistas came as a surprise and as a demonstration that over-night, the most 




demanding change, but embodying it; and in this, they were and are already victorious . . 
. They understood the interplay between physical actions, those carried out with guns, 
and symbolic actions, those carried out with rods, with images, with art, with 
communications, and they won through the latter means what they never could have won 
through their small capacity for violence. (Solnit 2004, 34–35) 
 
 
Although referenced as an example of the empowering cultural narrative the Zapatista’s embody, 
Solnit’s articulation of the Zapatista, as a figure, is a part of the historical and cultural lineage 
that is brought into the barrio through DBH adornment of their bodies. By fashioning themselves 
with assemblages that call on the legacy of the Zapatistas, Defend Boyle Heights members call 
upon the fervor associated with the revolutionary struggle that took place in Chiapas into the 
East Los Angeles Barrio. With it brings the compelling narrative of moral victories and symbolic 
change that come from the lessons of dignity, the Zapatista’s communicate (Hayworth 2012, 
225). Eric Selbin speaks to the importance of historical/cultural mythos in contemporary 
iterations of resistance, stating, “stories, narratives of popular resistance, rebellion and revolution 
have animated and emboldened generations of revolutionaries across time and cultures” (Selbin 
2003, 84). Thus, as Defend Boyle Heights invokes the Zapatistas temporally and spatially in 
their fight to defend the barrio, they engage in the rearticulations of the valorized lessons taught 
by the Zapatistas’. Simultaneously, the group is able to capitalize off of the affective unease felt 
by gentrifiers, generated by their corporeal form as masked radicals from the hood.  
 As the La Noticia video progresses, two members frame Nancy in colorful and bright 
silver luchador masks. The luchadores mask is a salient assemblage that draws upon a rich 
Mexican history of masked fighters, often speaking to contemporary social and political 
movements (Baxter 2009).  A sport that rivals soccer in its popularity is often driven by a fan 
base that celebrates the larger-than-life personas taken on by masked wrestlers in the ring. 




to win, “In lucha libre, you (or your neighbor) can be hero or villain, Blue Demon or Saint” 
(Baxter 2009).  Important in the context of the movement, luchadores have a rich history of 
parodying the political system, with fans drawing parallels between the predetermined outcomes 
of fights and elections in Mexico; individually luchadores often become representatives of 
political causes like animal rights, LGBTQ rights or homelessness and poverty (Baxter 2009). 
Heather Levi, who studied Lucha Libre in Mexico, references the uniqueness of luchadores in 
politics, referencing the prevalence of lucadore Superbarrio in the aftermath of a deadly 
earthquake that struck Mexico: When Superbarrio addressed politicians, politicians who were 
very good at this very slick self-presentation, they would start to stammer,” Levi says. “They 
wouldn't know where to look or how to look at [him]. And so the power dynamic shifted. There 
was no way to co-opt him because he didn't exist. He was incorruptible because he both existed 
but at the same time didn't exist” (Baxter 2009).  
This difficulty to pin down an identity in the carceral state/realm of politics translates 
well to the larger aims of Defend Boyle Heights. Capitalizing on not only the anonymity but the 
cultural language that speaks directly to Mexicans, specifically Mexicans who reside in the 
United States, DBH is able to craft a narrative that has layers of legibility based on in and out 
group identities. Nostalgia for recently immigrated families drives the rise in popularity in the 
United States: “this is part of the culture. It's the fiesta of the people, says Donovan Garcia, a 
Whittier warehouse worker several border crossings removed from a Mexico City neighborhood 
where lucha was among the few distractions from crushing poverty. Family, music, lucha libre 
and futbol. That's all there was," Garcia recalls in Spanish as he awaits the start of a two-hour 
wrestling card in a drafty community center in Cudahy” (Baxter 2009) . Utilizing the deep 




anonymity and continue to craft a cultural narrative that identifies them as a part of the barrio in 
a way gentrifiers are unable to access. 
Through the entirety of the La Noticia video, along with the text that accompanied the 
post, there is a continued use of “we” and “community” and more specifically “the hood” that 
speaks to DBH as a collective that is representative of a larger group of individuals. Through the 
language of “the working class” and “the hood,” DBH position themselves as a small 
representative of a larger collective experience and satisfaction about the imposition of 
gentrification. The audio on the Nicodim protest video opens with consistent language. The 
woman holding the bullhorn guiding the action, states: 
We are here to reclaim this space for the working class, we do not stand 
for your bourgeois art. We are going to stand in resistance to you, As long 
as you're open we will cause a ruckus, as long as you stay open. You will 
have resistance from the working class. Your art will never be accepted by 
the working class.  We will continue to pressure you and make sure you 
never have a night of peace. You will never have peace as long as this 
bourgeois art gallery is open you will never have peace. You will never 
have any rest (Defend Boyle Heights) 
 
DBH continually uses the language of community to stand in for the larger movement’s 
actions. The word “community” is used throughout both videos and the social media post that 
accompany them, with variants of the term as “communities of color” or “immigrant 
communities” and “our/the” in relation to community. A grassroots organization that is explicitly 
centered around community power, the invocation of community isn't necessarily surprising. 
What is however important to note is the relationship between the anonymity of members and 
the use of community as a stand in for the groups general body’s action. DBH at its core is 
relatively small, yet by positioning themselves as the voice of the larger community body they 
call into being, they amplify their manipulation of surveillance, maintain the anonymity of their 




corporeal violence of uneven displacement and violent urban restructuring. Thus, the discursive 
work DBH expands the reach of agitated strategies, creating a presence within the barrio that has 
longevity and a sense of commitment.  
To the right and left of Nancy, directly next to and behind her, stand three masked 
members who in addition to their glasses and bandanas also wear brightly colored wigs, one of 
which is bright green, the other two being variants of bright pink. Resonating with the aesthetic 
disobedience of punk activists like Pussy Riot or the Riot Grrrl movement, the brightly colored 
wigs locate the movement in a larger transnational apparatus of feminist social movements 
(Gilsic 2016). The deployment of aesthetic disobedience highlights the prominence of excess as 
a strategy of resistance employed by DBH, while also illuminating the feminist ethic the group 
enacts. Engaging in a sort of gender play, the anonymity, coupled with the wigs masks traditional 
markers of masculinity, yet intentionally highlights the femininity through excess. Intentional 
about highlighting the presence of women in the movement, the prevalence of women in the 
group’s leadership is made apparent. Serving as bright focal points in the video, the group once 
again demonstrates their control of the viewers gaze, exemplifying the continued use of 
aesthetics as a resistance tactic. Directing the audience at where and what gets looked at reifies a 
dynamic that places agency of their bodies within the space with DBH. 
As the La Noticia video comes to an end, the camera zooms away from the bodies that 
are collected in the center of the room and onto the image which reads Boyle Heights Defiende 
A Los Mariachis, with a cartoon mariachi playing the trumpet over a red star. The video feed 
cuts to a graphic that once again reads Boyle Heights Defiende next to the image of a raised fist. 
An intentional performance, the video’s conclusion with iconic symbols of radical leftist and 




the seriousness with which DBH takes in stopping gentrification, while identifying the political 
alignments that found the group’s vision of possibilities for Boyle Heights within the video. The 
fist was popularized through the Black Power movement and infamous for its representation of 
solidarity with oppressed peoples and against fascism. Nancy references the political legacies the 
red star and raised fist calls upon, stating “I will not participate in a Red Scare that has been 
pushed by Mexican/ Native Nationalists in the hood and beyond. We will continue to fan the 
flames of revolution NOT diminish them” (Defend Boyle Heights).  Posted in tandem with the 
red star that serves as a symbol for red communism that is overlaid with a mariachi, she 
concludes the video with a reaffirmation of the group’s critical cultural and political foundation. 
The mariachi, in Latin and specifically Mexican cultures are theatrical orchestra performers, 
whose music is meant to commemorate the triumphs of Mexican peoples, mourn loss, and 
celebrate joy. Sitting over the red star, the mariachi serves as an intentional symbol of 
intersecting identity, community and ideology the movement locates themselves within. Defend 
Boyle Heights, like a variety of other movements, employs a repertoire of social movements’ 
resistance tactics.  
Aesthetics and its relationship to both social movements and gentrification respectively is 
a topic that scholars have spent ample amounts of time exploring. The aim of this section 
however is to clarify the relationship between the aesthetics and resistance to gentrification, 
through which culture is intertwined. Having established the intersection between aesthetics, 







Embodied Resistance  
 The next thematic analysis this chapter will undertake is the strategic occupation of 
bodies within space. Although aesthetics is mapped onto bodies, and thus these analysis are 
intertwined, for the sake of clarity and organization this theme will specifically look at the way 
bodies move throughout the spaces framed in the video, and in the barrio beyond. In a larger 
analysis about the relationships between colonialism, gentrification, culture and grassroots social 
movements, the binding that brings all of these conversations together is for me, the body as a 
site of revolution. The body within DBH functions as not as a material vehicle for protest, but as 
a site that is resistive in and of itself. Therefore, this section is concerned with the presence of 
bodies in relation to the agitative event they enact, while also invested in what those corporeal 
forms embody.  
The La Noticia video provides an apt entry into this conversation. Throughout the first 
half of the video, movement members enter the frame, two at a time, taking a stance immediately 
on the sides of the speaker, Nancy. Eventually, they form a collective group around her and the 
chair she sits at. What is immediately notable is the calculated precision that members move 
with. Following a rhythm, they walk in tandem, entering the space at a consistent speed. 
Throughout the second half of the video, the practiced precision continues, as members clap on 
cue, shout in unison or raise their arms in stances of solidarity.  
 As the group clusters around Nancy, they demonstrate their commitment to corporeal 
action, which in this video takes the shape of guarding Nancy's form. As they stand, juxtaposed 
on her sitting, the organized structure of the group is not only reified, but the recognition of the 
vulnerability of our members is visible. As group members cascade in, in obviously timed and 




the intention and organization of the group, while hinting at the mass amounts of support they 
have. Erika Ellfer speaks to the power of collectives, explaining collective establishment of 
groups are salient tools to craft solidarity and identify in/out group members. Collectives, formed 
on the basis of shared experience, specifically within the case of DBH not only exemplify sound 
social movement strategy, but assert a solidarity along the lines of oppression felt by the uneven 
development gentrification brings.  Further, the establishment of the collective within the space 
of the video constitutes not only the group insiders who are associated with the moment, but 
begins the discursive work of establishing, group outsiders as well.  
The collective process of identification as DBH members is not separated from the larger 
project of racialization that is intertwined with the struggle against gentrification. Given that all 
of the members in the frame, outside of Nancy, are masked, anonymized and otherwise 
unidentifiable, the racialization of the group is not solely a phenotypical categorization, to which 
this project is less invested in. What is more productive is interrogating the larger project of 
racialization that DBH functions within; Omi and Winnant describe this process of racialization 
as the process of ascribing social meaning to the phenomic and the corporeal dimension of 
human bodies. (Omi and Winant)  Alexander Weheliye speaks to this process, explaining “The 
idea of racializing assemblages, in contrast, construes race not as a biological or cultural 
classification but as a set of sociopolitical processes that discipline humanity into full humans, 
not-quite-humans and nonhumans” (Weheliye 4).  Through the understanding of racialization as 
a social classification of meaning ascribed onto assemblages and bodies, the nature of the 
proximity of members to the barrio, that is predominately Latino and low income participate in 




bodies— masks, monochromatic black garments, or field coats participate in signaling a body 
that is threating to the state, and in turn is stripped of the innocence of whiteness.  
The coordinated embodied movements are even more prevalent in the Nicodim video, 
where from the onset DBHs embodiment of culturally salient aesthetics are not only striking, 
negotiate the larger project of racialization, and also demonstrate their performative intention and 
critical use of embodied protest to manipulate space and affect. As she speaks, the videographer 
moves around the room, recording various participants and capturing images of the signs and 
participants. At around 39 seconds on the video, the camera shakes and refocuses on a group of 
DBH members clustered around the Nicodim representative. A DBH member waves a large red 
flag in the air and a group of men dressed in single-colored button ups and blazers move into the 
spaces behind the Nicodim representative, creating two groups of individuals, DBH and Nicodim 
representatives, standing in a cluster facing one another. A new chant breaks out, “Hey hey, ho 
ho, these gentrifiers have got to go” and is repeated over and over again (Defend Boyle Heights). 
The group begins to move as a mass, with an oscillation of jostling as the representatives in suits 
begin using their bodies to push out the mass of protestors. The protesters group themselves, 
using their bodies, chests squared, arms down, to hold their group together and maintain their 
presence in the space. The glass walls open and the video cuts out at 55 and pans to a new frame. 
A mass of people are walking on what appear to be outside of the room that was previously 
occupied. Members with red bandanas, an assortment of caps and glasses hold the “fight 
gentrification” banner, followed by the woman with the bullhorn who only wears glasses and no 
bandana, followed by a group of about thirty people. The protestors chant “Working class, 




 Within the immediate space of the gallery, the group takes up a majority of the room but 
remains in clusters, occupying large portions of the space. Positioning themselves in this way, in 
tandem with the large, cloth signs they carry, they visibly make their strength and presence 
known. As the group clusters into the jostling in and out of the space, the members move and 
regroup as a single body. Within two seconds, the group has condensed and organized 
themselves, reifying the intention and organization of the group. Collectives, formed on the basis 
of shared experience, specifically within the case of DBH not only exemplify sound social 
movement strategy, but assert a solidarity along the lines of oppression felt by the uneven 
development Nicodim participated in. Further, the establishment of the collective within the 
space identifies not only the group insiders who share solidarity, but the group outsiders, which 
in this moment is explicitly Nicodim. 
Moving as a collective, they are juxtaposed against the unorganized Nicodim 
representatives, shifting narratives of disarray onto the art gallery that was supposed to represent 
the inculcation of sanitization and organization into the barrio. The formation of the collective is 
not just visible, but also audible. As group members participate in variations of traditional social 
movement chants, they continually reaffirm the group's collective. The call/response and 
repetition is evident in the singing of “hey hey, ho ho, these gentrifiers have got to go” (Defend 
Boyle Heights).  Jolaosho speaks to the significance of song and audible repetition in collective 
action spaces, with one of the effects being the production of affect (Jolaosho 2019). For 
participants, affective states are invigorating, producing a reaffirmation of connection to other 
members, to self and to the larger movement as a whole. For observers, specifically Nicodim 
representatives that are the object of protest, affective states include “uncertainty and dread” that 




participate within the space (Jolaosho 2019, 23). Expanding on their larger strategy of shaming 
gentrifiers out of the space, the visceral formations of collectives demonstrate the deployment of 
affect as a resistance strategy. 
 The presence of the group within the Nicodim gallery also has effects on the way they 
alter the space of the barrio because in many ways, Nicodim serves as a touchstone for how DBH 
will continue to respond to gentrifiers, considering the protests and debate over the gallery were 
widely publicized.  Thus, the affective registers that resulted from a public establishment of in 
and out groups, collective solidarity and affective feelings of vulnerability can be maintained 
outside of the temporal protest.  
Expanding on their larger strategy of shaming gentrifiers out of the space, the visceral 
formations of an ominous and intentionally threatening collective through sound and visible 
masses of unity demonstrate the deployment of affect as a resistance strategy.  
The use of affect as a resistance strategy extends beyond the literal movement of bodies, 
and is additionally demonstrated by the obfuscation of identity markers on the bodies associated 
with Defending Boyle Heights. Within these specific videos and more largely on their social 
media and in person presence, DBH core members are not visibly affiliated with the movement. 
Donning red bandanas with glasses or occasionally luchadores mask, as referenced in the section 
on aesthetics, members make it a point to maintain their anonymity. Outside of these videos, 
their social media accounts go without personal social media handles or references to individual 
identity, and individuals are rarely if ever tagged as participating in videos or photos posted to 
the DB social media account. In this way the DBH functions primarily as a group. Within the 
Nicodim protest, they maintain this level of anonymity, dawning both the bandanas and caps, 




they maintain this level of anonymity, donning both the bandanas and caps, along with glasses 
that obscure their eyes and blur facial features. Thus, the prevalence of anonymity within the 
groups performed organization is noteworthy.   
Like many radical leftist social movements’ intentional anonymity is non-negotiable as 
the group is made up of vulnerable populations of society that are subject to surveillance and 
policing. For DBH members, many of whom are undocumented, poor and Black, People of 
Color, anonymity protects the identity of individuals who are routinely disciplined by the state. 
Within gentrified communities specifically, residents and agitators are forced to also navigate the 
increased presence that is a proponent of gentrification. More inclined to involve police, 
gentrifiers have spiked rates in calls to 911 or 311 for petty “infractions” like noise violations or 
loitering. Whereas for home grown residents of neighborhoods like Boyle Heights, police 
presence often results in violent and deadly encounters. Thus, on face value, anonymity is 
unsurprising. 
However, the member anonymity also provides a foundation to manipulate a variety of 
affective registers that are key to the group's agitation strategies. Describing affect, Mack and 
McCann state, “Affect is, then, inarticulable and felt and must therefore be understood as a social 
and corporeal phenomenon, emerging from encounters between bodies in social life. As Gould 
notes, “affect is a body’s processing of social conditions” (Mack and McCann 336). Affective 
registers, then are a result of rhetorical maneuvers that manipulate societal conditions, 
demanding we invest or divest into/away from specific communities, bodies, or phenomena. 
As the faceless watch force, Defend Boyle Heights is able to produce affective registers 
that resonate with that of being surveilled because of their continued anonymity. Structural 




communities, xenophobic laws exclude immigrants from owning property and large scale 
surveillance and policing identify brown black and poor bodies as not belonging in their homes 
that were stolen through gentrification. Taking the larger rhetorics of revitalization that mask the 
racialized logics undergirding uneven development, DBH flips the coding that determines which 
bodies are appropriate and welcome in developing spaces.  With no sense of who is or could be 
watching at any point, gentrifiers are forced to renegotiate feeling of safety and precarity.  
Leaning into stereotypes that refer to Latinos as indistinguishable from one another, the 
embodied agitation used by DBH is strategic. By utilizing the racial logics that police 
communities of Latinos en masse, DBH reappropriates power dynamics, obscuring their 
agitative bodies through these same racial logics bolstering the affective range of their actions, 
while making the body of the movement more intimidating and ominous. 
 DBH maintains their community presence, the group continues to manipulate affective 
registers associated with surveillance through their faceless presence. Returning to anonymity as 
a core tenement of the group’s strategy, the barrio members of DBH themselves become a form 
of surveillance that takes on responsibility for the neighborhood. They monitor the space, 
making the gentrifier the surveilled. 
Utilizing the obscurity that surrounds their group members, they reappropriate dynamics 
of surveillance, obscuring identifiable member identification, shifting the panopticon to force 
feelings of uncertainty onto those invading the space. Speaking to the role of surveillance and 
space is feminist geographer Hille Koskela, “The gaze, power and control are key terms in 
looking at more subtle forms of the built environment, such as surveillance cameras, that change 
the ways in  which city space is controlled and the ways in which people relate to that space” 




disinterest within the neoliberal parameters of the state that were never available to communities 
like Boyle Heights, DBH reestablishes their own parameters of accessibility and accountability. 
By manipulating the feelings of safety referenced by Erete et al DBH capitalizes on fears about 
violence that already concern residents who move into neighborhoods in the process of 
gentrification (Erete et al 2016). Once again leaning into narratives that frame the barrio as 
dangerous and lawless, DBH members continually assert their presence as the defender and 
watch-people of the barrio, that are not afraid to respond directly. Through the lack of 
conformity to agreed upon parameters of neoliberal society, affective registers of disbelonging, 
uncomfortable and fear are exacerbated. 
The obfuscation of certain bodies, through anonymity, is made possible through the 
cultural assemblages like the red bandana or green field coat referenced prior. It is important to 
note, that in both videos, the individuals not obscured by masks, bandana or glasses are women, 
who respectively direct and lead each action. The role of women in these respective videos is 
consistent with the long lineages within the cultural imaginary that surrounds the Zapatistas. 
Outside of their radical lefitst politics, the Zapatistas are notorious for their use of 
“violence” and direct, organized action to protect and maintain indigenous land in Chiapas, 
Mexico. The image of the radical militant Zapatista remains a cultural touchstone for their regard 
in the contemporary, dominant imagination.  Within this imagined figure is a heritage of Latina 
resistance fighters, who counteract gendered norms of masculine resistance movements with the 
circulated images of Zapatista women in red paliacates and traditional indigenous dresses 
(Khasnabish 2010).  Cultural imaginations of militant women are uniquely relevant within a 
movement that obscures member identity, as the imagined bodies of members under the 




capital. The anonymity of members, made possible through garments that rearticulate long 
lineages of social movement sand militancy, as referenced prior, is not immune from a larger 
project of racialization that identifies the movement as dishonorable militants, much like the 
Zapatistas. Unable to access the perceived innocence of whiteness because of their proximity to 
lineages of militants like the Zapatistas, communists and the barrio, the groups articulation of 
gender is complicated and powerful. Weheliye references the relationship between racialization 
and gender, identifying that “racialization problematizes gender boundaries” (Weheliye 248).  
Concealed by large garments of clothing, group members specific positionalities are also 
obscured by the project of racialization that is meant to discipline the group into social 
conformity. Utilizing these same matrixes of power to their advantage, DBH, instead of rejecting 
the heightened regard for the image of the violent Zapatista instead draws upon the affective 
energy associated with the contentious figure, utilizing the vilified Zapatista to communicate the 
seriousness DBH takes in defending the barrio. 
 In fact, by centering Nancy as the face of the movement, DBH brings the alarming 
imagery of militant Latinas into the space of Boyle Heights, while offering her recognition of 
women leaders within the movement as the only possibility for clarification as to who is or isn’t 
a member in the movement. Timely, DBH’s connection to women-led movements, through 
narratives of gendered militancy connects the current anti-gentrification movement with the mass 
Latina-led protests in South America and Asia (Barbara 2020). Donning red masks and 
bandanas, women in Chile take to the streets, protesting gender violence and inequality. The 
consistent use of red as a color is thus not only intentional, but an apt threat that weaves a larger 
narrative of resistance. Identifying the group of members that take up the frame, she addresses 




 Defend Boyle Heights from its inception has been and will continue to be lead by 
militant, native, immigrant, undocumented, hood ass working-class women, and 
particularly women of color, as well as men. While a person's identity does not 
fucking matter, it's just objectively the case that women have always, and still, 
hold leadership in the highest places of the organization” (Defend Boyle Heights)  
 
Having consistently placed women at the forefront of their movement and leadership, the 
use of the bandana locates DBH in a larger matrix of ongoing feminist movements around Latin 
America. Speaking to a specific archetype of “hoodass”, working class women, Nancy identifies 
the movement as women led and proud to be so.  Through Nancy, the unmasked Boyle Heights 
member in the La Noticia, the Zapatistas politics on identity are visibly invoked. For the 
Zapatistas, positionality was less significant than political lines, signified by the facelessness the 
bandanas (or masks) communicated. Defend Boyle Heights is explicit in maintaining this line of 
thought. Speaking to identity in the movement, Nancy exclaims “while a person’s identity does 
not fucking matter,” explaining “When we say identity politics, we mean that you put someone’s 
identity over their political line or claim that having an oppressed identity means that you have 
an automatically correct line” (Defend Boyle Heights). Like the Zapatistas, Defend Boyle 
Heights is interested in constituting themselves as a larger group that speaks on behalf of the 
hood. This is not to say identity is flattened as Nancy continues by stating, “it's just objectively 
the case that women have always, and still, hold leadership in the highest places of the 
organization” (Defend Boyle Heights). Nuancing their understanding of identity, the group’s 
identity politics strike a balance, to respect interlocking oppressions members face with the class 
politics they bring into the movement.  
Nancy warns, “Most importantly for the haterz, from now moving forward know that 
when you are criticizing and mocking the work of DBH you are mocking and belittling the work 




have the face of who your enemy is” (Defend Boyle Heights). By articulating her literal face as 
the face of the movement, she cautions how oppositional stances belittle the work of 
undocumented, native women of color from the hood, identifying their place as ethical occupants 
of the barrio. Yet, the group remains steadfast in their organization around democratic 
centralism, “it is a risk I take in order to give our hood a ‘face’ they can connect to the 
movement, yet, my position within this organization is not more or less than our masked 
members. I stand and will continue to stand with the masked revolutionary forces within Boyle 
Heights” (Defend Boyle Heights).  Acknowledging the danger of outing oneself as a member of 
a revolutionary, direct action movement, Nancy remains visibly fearless in the face of state 
disciplining.  Working against machismo narratives that locate women outside of radical spaces 
and instead inside of the home, both Nancy embodies a possible future that centers bodies like 
hers. 
Like the La Noticia video, the body that stands separately, in a position of leadership is a 
woman. Standing upon a raised block, with a bullhorn in hand, the anonymous woman leads the 
chants, controlling the pace and direction of the action. Her body, separated from the larger 
majority of the group, in tandem with the bullhorn as the subject of the videos demonstrates her 
elevated role in the organization. Unmasked, in different attire than the green jacket and red 
bandana her fellow members adorn, the woman leading the event is presented as fearless and in 
control. As the video pans in and out of her frame, her voice is consistent and strong, leading 
clear chants while making emphatic movements with her arms. Protesting at a private gallery, 
that has consistently and unabashedly called the police on protests, poses a threat to agitators, 
and thus, the majority of protest remain anonymous. Yet, standing above other protests, at the 




leader of the action and thus, is centered as the temporal leader of the otherwise faceless 
movement. 
Calling on lineages of Latina women who lead social movements, Defend Boyle Heights 
positions themselves in a larger genealogy, while making it clear their politics cater to an 
intersectional resistance strategy. The gendered identity play is also demonstrated by the variety 
of wigs that sit atop the heads of seemingly random members. As there is no identifying 
phenotypic cues as the gender presentation of the masked members, the wigs constitute a playful 
form of obscurity that parallels the relationship between gender and identity outlined. The 
movement is strategic in manipulating the power of Latina lineages of militants, by centering 
their role in DBH.  
 As Defend Boyle Heights continues to advocate for the liberation of the barrio, I return to 
these videos, and as I replay each clip, I am continually drawn to the nuance and intricacy of 
their resistance repositories. However, for the sake of length, this chapter has looked to elaborate 
on the demonstration of three particular themes of resistance I consistently found across these 
two videos, and their larger militancy. In and of themselves, the themes speak to the unique and 
innovate strategies of resistance that are often overlooked in the larger fight against super 
structures like capitalism, that spur patterns of oppression like gentrification. As producers of 
culture, Defend Boyle Heights situates themselves within larger legacies of intersectional 
resistance struggles that provide fruitful avenues for cultural production in the contemporary.  
Yet, finding moments of cultural lineages that inform and function in relation to the material 
resistance of Defend Boyle Heights is not the final aim of this project. Having established the 




legacies, the next and final chapter endeavors to argue that it within the embodied moments of 




Conclusion: Otro mundo es posible 
 
Throughout the duration of this thesis project, I maintain an investment in drawing 
connections that visualize the relationship between gentrification and colonialism. More largely, 
a goal of this project being the creation space for a more pointed conversation on possibilities for 
resistance to the violent onslaught imperial action like gentrification spur. Thus, the first chapter 
of this project builds a web of relationships between the gentrification as a process of colonial 
oppression, Boyle Heights as both a barrio whose history is both unique yet also a consistent 
with that of the ongoing imposition of gentrification in low income neighborhoods made up of 
Black people and people of color. Situating Defend Boyle Heights’ current resistance to the 
gentrification in Boyle Heights, the first chapter positions culture as a necessary site of 
exploration within the direct action agitation DBH is notorious for and bodies as the site culture 
is made visible within DBH action. Given the fact that gentrification itself is a violent process of 
aesthetic and cultural sanitization in spaces like East LA, the continued reinvigoration of cultural 
narratives woven into the fabric of resistance enacted by DBH is central to the larger 
conversation around agitation throughout this project. Locating Defend Boyle Heights within the 
historical lineages of a variety of ideologically and materially similar grassroots movements, 
culture becomes all the more relevant; like Wanzer-Serrano’s analysis of the Young Lords, it is 
through a careful optic that takes culture and bodies into account that a more generative and 
productive conversation about the movements relationship to resistance and their community 
becomes possible.  
Building off of this established relationship between gentrification and colonialism, the 




form of militancy in response to the colonial onslaught of gentrification. Expanding upon the 
foundation that examined culture in its relationship to DBH and gentrification more broadly, the 
second chapter is explicit in identifying how both an optic that is attuned to larger cultural 
legacies makes visible the labor and creativity DBH takes in their agitation. Exploring two 
artifacts—a constitution video titled Se Defiende and a protest video from the Nicodim art 
gallery protest—the chapter explicitly draws relationships between larger matrices of power, 
space and historical/cultural narratives and aspects of DBH resistance such as assemblages that 
adorn member bodies, the groups continued anonymity or their strategic manipulation of bodies. 
The chapter is organized thematically, exploring embodied agitation and aesthetic agitation. 
Although there are a myriad of themes that are no double fruitful sites of exploration, given the 
short nature of the  project and constraints merited by time and space, bodies and aesthetics 
served as the framework that best allowed for a conversation about how DBH rearticulated 
historical, cultural legacies within their contemporary agitation.  
  This final chapter uses the established web of relations between Defend Boyle Heights, 
colonialism and gentrification to articulate why evaluating and analyzing grassroots movements 
through an optic that accounts for these various relationalities is necessary. Therefore, this 
project more largely examines how the anti-gentrification movement Defend Boyle Heights 
engages in militant protest that demands participants and onlookers think beyond their current 
marginalized subjectivity, imagine new relationalities, and visions of an emancipated barrio.  
  Providing a framework and language to enact this practice, Post-Colonialism offers 
unique perspectives for explorations of social movements like Defend Boyle Heights.  A 
discipline invested in the demystification of power in relation to past and ongoing processes of 




insurgent knowledges that are resistant to the hegemonic histories of colonized communities. 
Situating myself within this vision, I look to postcolonial theories that are specifically interested 
in the process of envisioning emancipatory relationships and knowledge as an integral piece of 
the fight towards liberation. Imbued within this paradigm is also feminist investment in locating 
the body at the center of resistance movements, and larger cultural narratives that frame both 
gentrification and the response by Defend Boyle Heights. 
 This thesis project’s investment in the imaginary and culture is founded upon a 
conception that liberation is constituted both materially and discursively. In the last chapter, I 
attempted to identify how an optic that is attuned specifically to the body’s relationship to both 
space and larger legacies of resistance, with special attention to intersections of oppression, 
reveal the immense amount of labor movements like Defend Boyle Heights undertake. For 
movements like DBH, which are tasked with near impossible missions of dismantling the 
structures of capitalism that invite gentrification into neighborhoods like east LA, moments of 
material and discursive victory are often hard to come by. Yet, it is within the continual 
embodied resistance that I see the continual successes of the movement. Material successes, like 
the displacement of the Nicodim gallery are obvious markers of success, but obscured is the 
necessary and continual work DBH has done to destabilize the notion that the current reality of 
Boyle Heights residents is permanent. By continually reiterating and realigning the suffocating 
experience gentrification enacts, DBH has articulate visions of an emancipated and liberated 
Boyle Heights within their large social movement repertoire, but specifically through their 
aesthetic, embodied and discursive protest. Although these visions of a liberated future seem 




believe there is a need to attend to this duality and the liberatory potential of the postcolonial 
imagination within a larger liberation movement.  
Directly related to this project is Franz Fanon's theorizations about the role of thought 
and narrative within the struggle for colonial emancipation.  For Frantz Fanon, liberation 
requires a rearticulation and transformation of structures that uphold colonial power, in addition 
to the material eviction of colonial oppressors. In fact, it is within the Wretched of the Earth that 
Fanon posits that structures that spawn inequality are inextricably intertwined with neoliberal 
ideals that also seep into colonized communities.  For Fanon, a transformation of structures that 
uphold colonial inequality are predicated on the transformation of social, political and economic 
apparatuses. Fanon aptly identifies the perversion of colonial apparatuses, to which he 
says, “When the colonialist bourgeoisie realizes it is impossible to maintain its domination over 
the colonies it decides to wage a rearguard campaign in the fields of culture, values, and 
technology, etc.” (Fanon 9). For Fanon, and grassroots organizations like DBH that organize 
against the material expansion of gentrification, centering a production and maintenance of 
culture in the movement is also essential.  
Also invested in the transformation of political apparatuses as a tenet of successful 
revolution is Ngugi Thiong’o who speaks to the role narratives of legitimization have in 
bolstering their ongoing oppression. To this Thiong’o says, “Our propensity to action or inaction 
or to a certain kind of action or inaction, can be profoundly affected by the way we look at the 
world” (Thiong’o 11). Informed by Ngugi's positioning of intellectuals as directly related to the 
creation and sustenance of worlds, he explains that words hold meaning in relation to one 
another, and most importantly, in relation to the way they construct paradigms through which the 




conjuror of images wants to persuade us to view the world and our place in it in a certain way” 
(Thiong’o 33). Like Thiong’o, I see the liberatory possibilities in Defend Boyle Heights’ apt use 
of language to found an alternative world, enacted by their material agitation.  
More closely examining societal forms and imagined states of reality is Paul Gilroy, who 
speaks explicitly about the role of imagination in his book Postcolonial Melancholia. Although 
Gilroy is blunt about the shortcomings and pitfalls of relying solely on the imaginary in 
resistance work, he is also steadfast in the importance the imaginary has in founding alternative 
and emancipatory works, 
The utopian-sounding procedures involved in seeing, thinking, and acting beyond 
race hierarchy cannot be divorced from practical confrontations with the 
immediate manifestations of racism. Indeed, I would argue that the ability to 
imagine political, economic, and social systems in which “race” makes no sense is 
an essential, though woefully underdeveloped part of formulating a credible 
antiracism as well as an invaluable transitional exercise. (Gilroy 52).  
 
Like Fanon and Williams, Gliroy argues for the paramount necessity to demand alternate 
realities through a continued practice of unlearning dominant colonial paradigms. Williams 
invokes Cabral who undertakes a similar task through the relationship revolution to both the 
imaginary and the production of culture. Like Fanon, Cabral posits that the imposition of 
colonialism is both material, and cultural and thus, liberation is “necessarily an act of culture” 
(Cabral 56).  
 Invested in the role grassroots organizers play in producing and maintaining a culture 
specific to Boyle Heights, Amilcar Cabral’s theorizations on the role of cultural production in 
revolution in conversation with radical imaginaries are foundational to my thoughts. For Cabral, 
movements towards liberation are political expressions of culture and therefore must embody the 
mass character of the oppressed peoples (Cabral 56). As liberation movements engage in 




cultural values members and involved communities embody. Carbal reaffirms, “the liberation 
struggle is, above all, a struggle for the preservation and survival of the cultural values of the 
people and for the harmonization and development within a national framework” (Cabral 59). 
Taking the struggle of culture and consciousness seriously, DBH is adamant in immersing their 
resistance repertoire in cultural narratives that not only aestheticize the movement but continue 
to establish community and found radical alternative imaginaries.  
  More contemporarily speaking to the relationship between cultural production and post-
colonialism is Dia and Alexandre Da Costa, who situate an analysis of cultural production within 
the process of colonial unknowing that attend to contemporary national ideology and capitalism’s 
inseparable relationship with ongoing colonialism (Da Costa 350). Speaking to the “inextricable 
link” between material conquests of land and imperial rule, they echo Thiong’o’s centering of 
the mind as a powerful site of colonial conditioning and thus anti-colonial resistance.  
More generally engaged in conversations surrounding culture and colonialism Deepti 
Misri’s recent piece on “violence and visuality in Kashmir '' attends to the cultural constructions 
of self within resistance (Misri). Finding the potential for radical imagination in visuality, Misri 
references photo series that take on the work of anti-colonial struggle, describing them as “digital 
manipulations that imagine another world where the effects of colonialism are inverted—are 
ostensibly addressed to those outside Kashmir'' (Misri 544).  Forcefully calling attention to 
unequal metrics of humanity demonstrated by the occupation of Kashmir, Misri argues that the 
images ``gesture towards new ways of envisioning humanity in the occupied zone” (Misri 544). 
Engaging in multimodal repositories of resistance, much of the cultural production and 




embodied performance or imagery. Thus, Misri’s location of visuality as a locus of powerful 
imagined futures is also helpful. 
Indigenous scholar Joanne Barker takes up the mind as a site of unknowing in her piece 
“Decolonizing the Mind.” Barker is explicit in her articulations about radical decolonial futures 
through the imaginary, explaining the process to decolonize her mind is a “struggle to reclaim a 
future that is not about the future at all but a present in which Indigenous territories, stories, 
bodies, and sensualities are unoccupied and uncivilized: I want to live there; that is where I live” 
(Barker 2018, 209). Barker’s articulations about “unoccupied” futures that transcend static 
notions of past and present engage in the process of not only radical alternative futures, but also 
cultural production. Barker articulates that the production of her radical imaginaries happens 
through storytelling, the maintenance of which works against colonial disciplining of “modern 
thought.” For Barker, decolonization is also material and discursive. The reclamation of the 
present and past happens through “(re)telling” histories, in addition to rematriating land, yet 
starts with imagining a different future is possible. “I believe the revolution has to begin with 
imagining and organizing and practicing an alterity of life and living that has a future” (Barker 
2018, 215). 
These visions of liberated, or unoccupied futures, to echo the language of Barker, are 
prevalent if one utilizes an optic that attends to the relationship between body, culture and 
resistance, and it is at the intersection of this relationship that Defend Boyle Heights moves as an 
organization. In fact, it is within the thematic strategies of resistance outlined in chapter two that 
visions of liberation are revealed within the very fabric of Defend Boyle Heights’ material 




Aesthetically, the self-fashioning of individual members in the movement speak to the 
possibilities for rearticulating how barrio members locate themselves within the barrio. Like 
Misri’s identification of envisioning life differently in Kashmir, I see DBH visualizing life 
differently for Latinos in Boyle Heights, free from internalized colonial shame. They 
demonstrate this discursive reversal of racial shame by unabashedly adorning themselves in 
assemblages that call on figures that are contested or chastised as violent in the American 
imagination. Tactically weaponizing figures like the Zapatistas that are vilified through 
capitalist, American conditioning, yet revered in historical narratives of revolution, DBH 
embodies alternative possibilities for contemporary existence in the barrio through their 
militancy.  Using sites of shamed identity, like militancy, or resistance to American capitalism 
demonstrated by the Zapatista’s as sites to explore resistance, they continue to demand the 
actualization of their visions of a liberated barrio. Like the Zapatista’s, who famously proclaim 
otro mundo es posible, Defend Boyle Heights respond in fervor, also proclaiming another world 
is possible and attainable. The continual use self-fashioning as a site of both agitation and 
inspiration overwhelmingly demonstrate Defend Boyle Heights’ creative repertoires of resistance 
that are both culturally salient and strategically generative.  
Frantz Fanon describes the internalization of shame as an indicator colonial subjecthood 
had taken hold: “All colonized people—in other words, people in whom an inferiority complex 
has taken root, whose local cultural originality has been committed to the grave—position 
themselves in relation to the civilizing language: i.e., the metropolitan culture” (Fanon 22). Like 
Fanon, Native scholar Dian Million elaborates on the internalization of colonial shame, which 
she describes as tied to being and is therefore dehumanizing (Million 49). Expanding on the 




and applies it to settler colonialism within North America: “In the context of internalized 
colonialism, the material conditions of poverty and violence that condition the colonial muted to 
the colonized because they are understood to be the product of one’s own cultural inefficiencies” 
(Coulthard 114).  
 The rejection of oppressive affective disciplining tools extends to DBHs choices around 
embodied protest as well. In chapter two, I referenced the affective flip that anonymity has on the 
dynamics of surveillance in the barrio. What is notable in this shift is how reappropriated 
dynamics of surveillance challenge the parameters of the current surveillance state, while 
reconstituting, if only fleetingly, visions of an alternative reality. Having created a dynamic that 
identifies anonymous surveillance as an ongoing method of resistance, gentrifiers and gentrifying 
businesses like Nicodim know they are being watched. However, they are unable to identify in 
plainclothes who is watching them, when they are being watched and what reprieve they have 
from said surveillance. This reestablished dynamic demands gentrifiers like Nicodim to move 
throughout the neighborhood without the traditional affective comforts afforded to them within a 
surveillance state. 
 This is not to say larger apparatuses of policing and surveillance have dissipated for 
barrio members like DBH. Rather, it is to say that DBH is able to use their anonymity to 
reconfigure dynamics that force gentrifiers to feel, if feel only fleetingly, the affective 
disciplining of surveillance, which is exacerbated as neighborhoods become gentrified. Turning 
the present barrio into a space that places moments of power with neighborhood residents, these 
individual, temporal acts of affective resistance provide a vision for what an emancipated Boyle 
Heights could look like. Specifically one that pushes back against the current regime of hyper 




 Visions of an emancipated Boyle Heights are also found in the language  Defend Boyle 
Heights uses in reference to themselves and their struggle.  In the La Noticia video, Nancy 
concludes with a vision of a liberated Boyle Heights that is both embodied and discursive.  In 
reference to herself she says,  
 
On a personal note; as an undocumented woman I view Gentrification as a 
process of forced migration. Now more than ever the immigrant community needs 
the strong lifelines and safety nets we have built in the barrio for our very survival 
and now more than ever we need solidarity in order to fight back against the 
detention and deportation machines that are sweeping through the U.S without 
any remorse for human life and dignity. For immigrants neighborhood networks 
go beyond the ask of "can I borrow a cup of sugar", the relationships and support 
systems we have built are literally life and death. (Defend Boyle Heights) 
 
Within this excerpt, Nancy identifies how networks of care and collectives within the barrio 
differ from traditional, white American models of community and neighborhood relationships. 
Explaining how for barrio members, relationships beyond "can I borrow a cup of sugar,” with the 
metaphor standing in for whiteness and traditional suburban relationships. What is notable is the 
use of the word “beyond,” which articulates the way barrio networks of care and relationality 
extend past and above normative white models for relationality with one’s neighborhood. The 
communal language, community, lifelines, unity, used to reference both their agitation and 
visions of emancipation presents these visions as collective, while centering DBHs politics. Once 
again, even in the individual word choices like beyond or the hood Nancy is able to position the 
visions for emancipation in Boyle Heights as surpassing current modes of existence, reiterating 
how the barrio already has a blueprint for what liberation could look like and why it is necessary 
and desirable.  
Visions of emancipation weaved into their agitated politics are present in various other 




fantasy – it is something we’re really building for, right here and now” (Defend Boyle Heights). 
Calling imagined revolutions into the present, DBH positions their group’s agitation strategies as 
a part of a revolutionary moment. They also center the barrio within this, explaining “we have 
built in the barrio for our very survival” (Defend Boyle Heights). By identifying the community 
and DBH as literally worldmakers they reinvigorate the role community members have in 
shaping the spaces they inhabit. Nancy continues, stating “We are fighting for the right to remain 
and thrive in the communities immigrants and communities of color have built from the ground 
up.” She thus rearticulates the agency communities hold in crafting the landscapes they live in, 
invoking a reality where communities of poor brown and black people hold the power to shape 
their own worlds. Like Fanon, Nancy and DBH “refuse to accept the present as definite” 
(Fanon). 
They do so through an intentional resistance movement that calls upon the aesthetics of 
larger cultural narratives about the barrio and the Latinos who occupy it. By unabashedly leaning 
into narratives about racialized and gendered tropes of militancy, DBH foregrounds a movement 
that not only maintains the cultural salience of figures like the Zapatistas, but brings them into 
the contemporary American imaginary and visions of a liberated future. Demonstrating Fanon's 
call to retain and produce culture as a part of liberation struggles, DBH agitated actions are not 
generic. The continuous use of assemblages like red bandana are explicit in the cultural 
narratives they call upon. Positioning themselves as the face of a movement that represents the 
hood, fighting for community power and barrios that sustain life, they center the role of the 
native, undocumented, hood woman. By centering their politics and vision of the future around 





The corrupt and dying capitalist state cannot provide for the majority of people. It 
exploits and oppresses them, only giving them the bare scraps they need to 
survive. This state has to be overthrown and replaced by a new state, which places 
the needs of the people above “profit”, which genuinely cares about pushing 
society forward. (Defend Boyle Heights) 
 
Calling into question the capitalist reality that foregrounds gentrification, DBH returns to the 
material work they are doing to build community ties and life lines in the barrio. Like Joanne 
Barker, Defend Boyle Heights is adamant that a new future is possible, and thus, are relentless in 
their desire to enact a world in which it becomes a reality. Enacting this envisioned world 
happens then on both larger levels of agitation, but is also made visible in the way barrio 
members engage in interpersonal relationships. The discursive rearticulation of what DBH 
members know Boyle Heights to have been and continue to be bolsters their narratives around 
imagined possibilities for the future. 
 In August of 2019, the Boyle Heights Beat, a local newspaper in the barrio, reported that 
the Nicodim Gallery was relocating out of Boyle Heights. Speaking on their decision to leave the 
barrio, Nicodim’s owner explained his decision: “the ongoing controversy surrounding art and 
gentrification in Boyle Heights caused PSSST to become so contested that we are unable to 
ethically and financially proceed with our mission” (Boyle Heights Beat). Defend Boyle Heights 
responded to the news with the following statement on their Facebook page: “Nicodim leaving 
Boyle Heights is a victory for the community, and we are happy to see it go… We want them to 
shut down, permanently.” The post added, “We stand in solidarity with oppressed and working-
class communities everywhere facing down gentrifiers like Nicodim” (Defend Boyle Heights). 
The Boyle Heights Beat reached out to the group for further commentary about the relocation, to 




better utilized to provide for community needs, such as accessible daycares, community centers, 
and grocery stores” (Boyle Heights Beat).   
 In the face of this material win, and the reoccupation of the space on South Anderson 
Street, it is easy to neglect the centrality to which I still find radical imagination and visions of 
emancipation within the movement. However, it is even in their celebration of the Nicodim 
closure, that visions of emancipation are made relevant. Articulating how the space could have 
and can continue to be more usefully utilized for the community, Defend Boyle Heights is able 
to weave visions of a better life in Boyle Heights, with their fight against material gentrification. 
It is in the fight against gentrification and for community needs like community centers and 
grocery stores that visions of liberation wound up in. In the same aforementioned Facebook post 
Defend Boyle Heights continues, “We will not stop fighting until all galleries leave…Defend 
Boyle Heights will continue to fight against the false promises of development and community 
improvement that are supposed to benefit us, but end up displacing us from our home. Once 
again we call on ALL galleries in Boyle Heights to reconsider your position and leave 
immediately” (Defend Boyle Heights). As they look to a future of agitation, demanding 
gentrifiers leave the barrio, they reiterate their commitment to facades of community 
improvement, couching their resistance to imperial visions of community progress with their 
own visions of community liberation as a response.  
 It is within this dynamic that I am affirmed in my belief that visions of radical 
emancipation are central to the sustainability for movements like Defend Boyle Heights. More 
so, there is an intense need to understand and evaluate social movements like Defend Boyle 
Heights with regard for both their material agitation and also their imaginative work that is 




emancipated Boyle Heights is the vision that demands members of the movement and 
community reckon with the facade of permanence that finds their current existence in 
oppression.  By destabilizing the notion that their current lived experience has to be or is natural 
and unchangeable, Defend Boyle Heights does the work of pushing barrio residents to consider 
not only the possibilities of what could be, but that there could be possibilities otherwise at all. 
Wanzer-Serrano’s intersectional rhetoric tells us this process of reconstituting one's world is 
intimately tied up in the body, and in fact, so this work is made visible through Defend Boyle 
Heights’ embodied agitation.  
 Wanzer-Serrano speaks to this in his analysis of the Young Lords. He explains that 
through their embodied agitation, the Young Lords exploded a “mind bomb” that was “a critical 
step in changing fundamentally the consciousness of Barrio people to get them to imagine a 
world beyond inaction” (Wanzer-Serrano 185). Like Wanzer-Serrano’s regard of the Young 
Lords, Defend Boyle Heights explodes a mind bomb of their own, also fundamentally altering 
the consciousness of barrio members in Boyle Heights. Defend Boyle Heights reconceptualizes 
not only the possibilities of agitation, but also the intense need for its existence in the barrio in 
the first place. Returning to the opening conversation from the beginning of the project, one that 
both Wanzer-Serrano and I are invested in, is a return to the embodied form. Throughout the 
analysis in the second chapter, be it through aesthetics or embodied agitation more directly, the 
corporeal form is inextricably intertwined with DBH’s agitated strategy, and their visions of 
emancipation. In fact, it is the body that performs the cultural lineages that found the embodied 
agitation and articulate the visions of the future. Thus the body is the link between the current 
world and future worlds, because the agitation of DBH is where we see snapshots of a possible 




Looking to the Future 
 
When evaluating movements like DBH, who against all odds are fighting against mass 
superstructures like capitalism, that spawn oppressive systems that invite and encourage 
gentrification, it is difficult to identify the successes and value of their activism. How do we 
know when the movement has been successful? What does success mean? Asking similar 
questions about success and impact as I reflect upon this project, I am reminded that like 
struggles for liberation, my scholarship is always ongoing. Limited by time, page length and 
distance from the barrio, there are many ways I think this project was constrained. Given more 
time, and the opportunity to write from home, the project could have benefitted from the 
integration of field work that more closely interacted with members within the movement more 
largely, and present in the videos more specifically. Additionally, when speaking to cultural 
lineages, it is my belief that in every moment of cultural rearticulation, a book could be born 
from the long legacies of history it draws upon and the rich futures it calls into the present. Thus, 
given more time, space and resources, this project could benefit from meticulous attention to 
each agitative action, positioned within a web of long lineages of history, resistance and culture.  
Looking to the future, this project feels limitless.  
As this project continues to grow, I am invested in more largely grappling with what 
more traditional material impacts of Defend Boyle Heights’ resistance encompass. Additionally, 
I am invested in more closely attending to how the moments of cultural production and visions of 
an emancipated barrio affect way group members identify themselves, relate to their barrio and 
their organizing community. It is a privilege to have been given the opportunity to so examine, 




By engaging with the movement, through an intentional lens of intersectional rhetoric 
that regards the embodied action as rhetorical in and of itself, visions of emancipation as 
agitative consciousness-raising work become visible. Enacting messages of dissent through their 
bodies—the Nicodim protests, the luchadores masks, the visualization of Nancy—in addition to 
their discursive articulated visions of activism and liberation, Defend Boyle Heights is not only 
always critical of the system that demands such direct action, yet also fundamentality 
rearticulating possibilities for personal and social imagination in the Boyle Heights Barrio.  
I contend that not only can we then better understand, evaluate and subsequently support 
movements like Defend Boyle Heights when we adapt our optic to include the radically 
imaginative work they are always doing, but that for radical, grassroots movements led by people 
of color, that work is always done on their bodies. Like a variety of post-colonial theorists, I am 
more largely invested in exploring the multifaceted process of decolonization that is both 
material and discursive. I see that process in Defend Boyle Heights’ relentless optimism that a 
better world is possible and undying commitment to a fight that actualizes that vision. As a 
rhetorical scholar, I am invested in engaging processes of world (un)making that call our 
attention to the entanglement of meaning and movement; Defend Boyle Heights teaches us that 
the engagement from which visions of liberation become possible is found on my body, within 
my community and through activism. Within these investments, I remain both committed and 
intrigued by an exploration of resistance to gentrification as a facet of larger decolonial 
movements. I contend that movements like Defend Boyle Height reimagine emancipatory 
alternative visions to the colonial landscapes we contemporarily exist within and as a student, 
scholar and activist, I am a product of the labor enacted by barrio activists that remind me of the 




 As I conclude, I return to Yesika Starr’s poem that I began this project with,  
Gentrification tried to tell me 
That what once loved me 
Can no longer love me back 
And I laughed 
  You can’t know what's in my blood. 
 
As the fight against gentrification continues, Defend Boyle Heights reminds us that in our blood 
and through our bodies is where we find and feel culture, solidarity, resistance and visions of 





















A second-year masters student, I am involved in a process of inculcation into a large 
canonical tradition, while simultaneously looking to find spaces within it that feel ethical, 
responsible and inclusive of queer, women of color, like me. Throughout my time at Syracuse, I 
have struggled with micro and macro aggressions that have pushed me to the point of quitting on 
more occasions than one. In many ways, this project served as guiding light, that reminded why 
the work I strive to do feels important, and brought me closer to home when the environment I 
found myself in felt impossible, adverse and so far-removed from the barrio and people I love. 
This year however, I was privileged enough to find a space, within this environment that 
actualized the questions this project asks about the possibilities of imagining and demanding 
realities different from the ones we currently endure. I found that space in the Black 
Undergraduate led movement, #NotAgainSU. There is not nearly enough room to articulate the 
immense amount of power generated and harnessed by the students in the movement, or to 
articulate how profoundly impactful their agitative actions have and will continue to be on me. 
What I will say however is that the movement, and the sit-in’s that occupied the Barnes 
Center and Crouse-Hinds Hall were among many things, radical spaces in which I found a 
community of scholars that uplift me, remind me why our role in the academy is so uniquely 
important and fortified my hope that radical change is possible. I find it important to reference 
my involvement with the movement as I feel, my commitment to racial justice, direct action the 
vision and activism demonstrated this academic year made possible because of the labor of Black 
students and students of color are intrinsically tied to my own position as a scholar invested in 




Throughout the semester, as I attempted to work through the thoughts, questions and 
research demanded by this project, while also actively participating in the 32 day sit in and 
graduate worker strike, I've been faced with seemingly impossible choices that have forced me to 
renegotiate my role in the academy, my role as an activist and my investment in what often feel 
like incongruent worlds of academic production and a serious commitment to maintaining a fight 
against oppression.  Yet, it is within the suffocating walls of Crouse Hinds that I have been 
reminded over and over that visions of emancipation and liberation have the power to enact real 
change.  
As I end my graduate career at Syracuse, Defend Boyle Heights and #NotAgainSU 
continue to remind me that struggles against colonialism, be it through gentrification or the 
ongoing mistreatment of BIPOC students at Syracuse are interrelated, and to separate the 
material struggles and necessity to respond as an activist must never be divorced from our work 
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